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Use It Judic- - iouaiyr '

EXCLU8IVD ASSOCIATED PREOO LEAPED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY,
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VOTE

REPORTS FROM ALL PARTS OF FREIGHT AUDITOR FINDS INTER
ESTING
RELIC OF FAMOUS
THE STATE ARE FAVORABLE
IN TOPEKA
HUMORIST
TO H. O. BURSUM.

IN MANY PARTS OF THE UNION
"
VOTERS FLOCK TO THE
POLLS TODAY.
,

NOVEMBER

7, 1911.

the worklngmen's neighborhood than
in some of the other districts. Charles
M. Fickert, candidate for
to the office of district attorney, who
defeated Francis J. Heney for that
office at, the last election, has claimed
the union labor vote.
Interest In the Sacramento election
lies chiefly in the vote on the proposed new charter, which provides
for a commission form of government
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PEKING STILL IN NEW MEXICO HAS ROCK
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EIMEflJE PAY
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ROLL

STRIKE

REPORTS THAT THE CAPITAL OF

Democrats Gain In Massachusetts.
Boston, Nov. 7. Early returns from
various towns show democratic gains
over the figures of the last' guberna
torial election.
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RAILROAD SHOPMEN HAVE
VOTED IN FAVOR OF REJECT- ING COMPANY'S TERMS.
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, A number of officers of the
think of me? Remember that you be close and both leading parties
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employed, 4,143 were wage earners.
walk or drive to the polls, although for fear that you care, for another, board of aldermen and supreme court fort.
turned out AND RECITAL TONIGHT
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Chinese, but are of a type which are These establishments
in fedme precincts the trip entails a and so' we would not be hanov justices in the first and second judicfrom the various precincts honored by the Manchu title of "ban products to the value of $7,898,000,
BoportB
drive of 10 to 20 miles. By noon, one- - again, together, But, oh! do you ial districts. Thirty-fou- r
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cities ln Las Vegas and throughout the ner men," because their ancestors to produce which material
costing
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costs
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me
it
return
this
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FREE ENTERTAINMENT AT
Much delay is caused by the voting
by manufacture was thus
pal officers. ' County officers are elect- was exceptionally heavy. Voters be their own people. There is no ques
THE NORMAL.
on a constitutional amendment which faced little pass with Its conditions ed generally throughout the state. In gan arriving at the polls early and tion as to the loyalty of these troops. $4,637,000, which figure as explained
7
The population of the city is with in the introduction best represents
appears on a separate or blue ballot on the back Should you see me New York City Tammany Hall facos the Judges and clerks were kept busy
that is handed each voter as he steps now, as I write these lines, turning a fusion of the republicans and the during the day. It Is confidently out arms and therefore unable to the net wealth created by manufac- - This evening at the Normal Univer
operations during the year.
sity Miss Aurora Lucero and Omar
up to the polls and must be deposlte.1 away ever and anon, laying aside element controlled by William R. predicted ' that the number of votes effecl any serious uprising. There tu'Ing
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In case of emergency, the Manchu showed a considerable r development test, which will be held in Santa Fe
each of the
periods on Saturday evening, November 18.
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(Continued on Page Eight)
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(Continued on Page Two).
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"WO

ORPHANS"

A MAGNIFICENT

beea laid, breathing their very, at- TRAINING COUNTS FOR MUCH
mosphere and taking In their sights
and sounds.
Railroads Just- Now Paying Muoh
By "SKY."
Attention to Encouraging Po
Hteneee Toward Its Patrons.
ABILITY

MED

I
WILL BE SEEN AT THE PHOTOPLAY THEATER WEDNESDAY
AND

THRUSDAY

and!

Politicians.. J

The Railway Age Gazette is conducting a "symposium" in ita correspondence columns on the question,
"Can Politeness Be Taughtr referring, of course, to politeness of rail
way conductors and other employes.
Mr. William H. Slmms of the
and Western railway makes
this contributory suggestion:
"Instead of the professor of deportment, it seems that on the large systems we shall some day have the social engineer, qualified to look beneath the pretensions of men and discern the real qualities that animate
the individual."
That Is, it is more a matter of selecting men possessed of the spirit of
real courtesy, which, as Mr. Slmms
rightly says, is based on sympathy
and sincerity, than by instruction to
produce the mere forms of kindness,
justice, and considerate attention to
its patrons in the employes of a rail
way. But this spirit also responds to
training:
"After securing the proper men they
must be taught and trained. Borne
men resent discipline, but it is only
the trained horse that wins the race.
A capable, courteous conductor, if
given the right men, will train up
men exemplifying the good qualities
that he himself possesses."
It is a matter for congratulation
that the managers of railways are giv
ing ear to such discussions, and taking
'
part in them.
Phil-adelph-

The repu'jiicai national contention
next year will consist of 1,072 delegates.
Council Bluffs, Iowa, will vote text
week on the question Of adopting the
commission plan of government.
P. J. Boyle, is now serving his four
teenth term as mayor of Newport, R.
I., and Is a candidate for
Almost 1,000,000 women will he eligible to vote for , president of the
United States in the national elect'on
next year.
Hugh L. Nichols, lieutenant governor of Ohio, has completed an exten
sive tour of the west in the Interest
caudi-oT the Harmon presidential

Sellg's massive production of "The
Two Orphans," in three reels, will be
produced at the Photoplay Wednee.
day and Thursday. The drama has
been enacted by the Eastern company under Producer Turner's direction.
At a private exhibtlon of the films,
I was Impressed with the variety and
magnitude of the setting, which,
understand, occupied the stage car
penter and his force for many weeks.
The Point Neuf Is viewed as a seem
ingly substantial structure, with the
waters of the Seine flowing and
dacy.
Governor Donaghey of Arkansas in
under it. The garden in the
domains of the Marquis eD Pieales tends to make war on the liquor In
at Belair, showing the gay crowd' or terests the leading feature of his
to a third
revelers and the midnight duel scene, c.imnaiKn for
,
Is a splendid spectacle. The gloomy, term.
H. S. Suthon, a prominent attor
spacious interior of the Salpetriere
as
realistic
scene,
of New Orleans and for a num
another
is
ney
prison
is also the interior of the old boat" ber of vears superintendent of the
bouse on the Seine, in which the United States mint in that city, Is
blind Louise Is held prisoner by the the republican choice for governor of
Another scene Louisiana.
hag. La Frochard.
are
North Dakota republicans
which merits special mention, beover
the
worried
possibility
it
conveys,
slightly
cause of the atmposphere
is that of the French village, near that Governor John Burke, who has
the home of Henriette and Louise. headed, the democratic ticket to vicOn the morning of their departure for tory in three successive campaigns,
the great city the quiet street is may decide to be a candidate tor a
awakened into life. Quaint vehicles fourth term.
and rustics pass by lnconvoy, and W. H. Harvey, who acquired pass
a flock of geese, which has evidently ing fame in the first Bryan campaign
been diverted from the' homeward as the author of "Coin's Financial
to accept
path by the unusual sight, is chased "School," recently declined
across the square by the boy keeper. a congressional nomlnntlou in Arkanfrom
removed
state
which
he
to
mansas,
The Interior views of the city
sion of the Count De Linieres will Chicago some years ago."
For the first time in the history of
also bear close scrutiny in their deNew
York state the names of the
signs and furnishings.
One is chiefly impressed, however, presidential candidates and the vice
are to be seen
by the fine characteristlzations offer- presidential candidates
ed by the members of the Selig com- on the ballot next year. This Is a
election
pany In these films. The acting of provision of the new Levy
law.
of
is
high
all the principals
worthy
Kentucky was the first state to
praise. T.he two orphans, Henriette
women the .right to vote. In
give
and Louise, are in the capable charge
of Miss Kathlyn Williams and Miss 1838 that state gave the school suf
of
Wilnnlfred- Greenwood
respectively. frage to widows with children
In the garden scene at Belair, where school age. Kansas was the first
Henriette Is at the mercy of the state to grant the school suffrage to
brutal Marquis, Miss Williams sus all women, and Wyoming the first.
tains the role with commanding dig state to give the full suffrage to wo.
nity. Indeed, in all the situations In men.
The outlook is bright In Texas
which' she appears, her acting is con
l
race for the seat of Jos
a
sistent and convincing.
eph W. Bailey Jn the United States
A pretty bit 'of realistic acting
small In itself, but of much artistic senate. Five candidates are aliva-ivalue where painstaking detail is announced and several more entries
necessary is done by Miss Green are regarded as. certain. Two repre
wood when, as the blind Louise, she sentatives in congress, Morris Shop- rushes back up the steps of the Point pard of the First district and Chiles
.
Neuf In search of her kidnaped sis B. Randell of the Fourth dwtrl'-.tter. That stumble and fall make the are among the prominent aspirants
for the toga.
scene thoroughly natural.
The only states which have no
Miss Myrtle Stedman, In the role of
of suffrage for women are Ar
form
the Countess de Linieres, shows that
she is an accomplished actress in kansas, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Maine, Maryland,
Virginia, North
society parts. The La Frochard of
South
Georgia,
Carolina,
Carolina,
enMiss Lillian Iielghton is such an
Kenvenomed old creature tliat one some- Florida, Alabama, Tennessee,
Missouri,
Indiana,
Mississippi,
tucky,
times almost forgets that it Is only
Texas and Nevada.' Even in some of
acting. Miss Adrienne Krowell will
create waves of sympathy for Ma- these states the women in the larger
cities have been given the right to
rianne, the outcast, a part sustained
vote for school commissioners.
by her with nice discretion.
The Jacques of eLlghton Stark in
conception, interpretation and make
TIPPECANOE CENTENNIAL
up, is a compelling ruffian. Pierre,
Lafayette, Ind., "Nov. 7. On the
his crippled brother, is pathetically banks of the Wabash
river, about sev
sustained by James O. Burrel." Ev en miles
up the stream from the site
ery one who sees these films run off of the present city of
Lafayette, theer
will admire the acting of Tom J. was
rougnt one nunared years ago
Carrigan, as the Chevalier and of today the celebrated battle of Tippe
Charles Clary, as the Count de Li- canoe, which furnished one of the
nieres. Of splendid physique and most
thrilling chapters in American
"commanding stage presence, each of history. In the historic conflict Gen
these gentlemen compels' attention-- . William Henry Harrison and his lit
The sword duel between the Cheva- tle frontier army administered 'a
lier and the Marquis de Preales is crushing defeat to the hostile Shaw
no tame affair, as anyone who knows nee Indians led by their able and
a celebrated chief, Tecumseh.
The
anything about fencing can 'es
glance. It is the most realistic I consequence of the- victory was to put
have seen for a long time.
a vlrtua end to the Indian wars 'n
0
The costuming of . the characters this section.
Today the centennial was celebrathas been attended to with praise
worthy supervision. The garden par ed with a pageant and historic exer
ty at Belair presents "a scene of sar cises held on the battlefield, which fs
a state reservation and where an Imtorial elegance.
The smoothness of the acting and posing monument commemorating
the Intensity of the action throughout the battle was erected several jears
bear testimony to painstaking rehear- ago. Official representatives of In
diana and the neighboriiiir states, al
sals under Producer Turner's eyes.
"The Two Orphans" Kb a triumph so of the Daughters of the American
socie
for the Selig Polyscope company and reiolution and other pavto:
will go, down in moving picture his- ties took part in the celebration.
tory 'as one of the big suejessea,
scored by the silent drama. It illus- LAD TO BE TRIED FOR MURDER
trates in a remarkable manner how
Hllls.boro, N.D.,Nov. 1. The cise
the moving picture can convey the of McClaln Cooper, the Traill county
story and plot of a dram, the mo- youth, who last summer shot Frank
tives governing the various charac- Ross with , fatal results, was called
ters their loves and hatreds, their today for trial. Ross was foreman
crimes and follies all so convlng-cingl- y of the farm owned by the Cooper
that the spectator's mind Is boy's father. The shooting resulted
held in thrall. And in scenic inves- from a quarrel 'over who should di
titure one is led through the very rect the affairs In the absence of the
places and spots where the plot has elder Cooper.
.
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SIGNAL WIRES UNDER GROUND
Arrangement That Does Away With
Any Possible Interference by
the Elements.
The exposure of overhead wires to
wind, snow and sleet storms causes ao
much loss In property damage and de- -

.a r,9

Transmission Ducts Under Tracks.
lay in train service, both passenger
and freight, that an underground system of railway signaling transmission
is being strongly advocated by signal
enginers in reconstruction and new
,
work.
An underground system that has
been suggested and approved by en
glneers of standing consists of a line of
vitrified clay conduits, laid in a trench
excavated midway between tracks.
Bather single or multiple conduits can
be used, depending upon the number
of ducts required. By the use of clay
conduits, it is said that less concrete
for mechanical protection Is required,
and the use of manholes is also eliminated. It has been demonstrated that
it is a simple matter to rod and draw
a three conductor cable of moderate
size through a clay duct 1,200 feet In
length, and, as the block signals of a
railroad are usually about one mils
apart, only four splices would be necessary between signals. Popular Me
chanics.
The Right of Way.
Grade crossings of railroads should
be abolished wherever it is practlca- Die to do so. That proposition is, we
believe, little short of ailomntln.
Where they cannot at present be
abolished there should be gates oi
other devices for the safety of th
public, at least in the neighborhood of
populous centers. That also is indis
putable. And it goes without saying
that where there are Kates thpv
should be used and the gateman
should be vigilant and alert in the
performance of his duties. Nevertheless, caveat viator! It Is the part of
wisdom, it is a precept.'of discretion,
it is an imperative duty to self, that
he who crosses a railroad tr,.k
should look out,, for the locomotive.
No man In the possession of normal
faculties crosses a railroad trnr.iiwithout knowing It. Nor is he ig
norant oi tne ract that the railroad
train has the right of way along its
rails and that It is for him who
crosses them ,to look out for his own
safety. It is no hardship to do 60.
Not one traveler in ten thousand is
legitimately In too much of a hurry
to obey the familiar admonition to
c.
"stop. look, listen!" And not nn
eldest would occur if that rule were
followed.
New York Tribune.
Wireless Along Railroad.
The Union Pacific Railroad company is erecting a number of wireless
stations along its line for the purpose of augmenting its regular telegraph service, and in this manner it
is hoped to establish a' means of communication which will insure a continuity of service which might not be
expected from either alone. The stations being erected will cover the
states of Kansas, Nebraska and Wyoming.
Engineer Caught Pigeon.
While speeding toward AHentown,
Pa., Peter Cassidy, engineer of the
Reading system, saw a white pigeon
frying in the direction of the locomotive. He feared at first it would hit
the cab and be killed, but It swerved.
Cassidy. put out his hand and caught
the bird. He brought it along to'. At
lentown. The fireman and crew testify
to the manner of its capture.
-

OP RAILROADERS
RECOGNITION.
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THE NEW FALL DRESS GOODS, SILKS AND
TRIMMINGS ARE HERE
.it.

In Few Other Professions Are the Opportunities as Good Workers
Now Largely Recruited From
the High Schools.
"Practically all the most desirable
positions on the railroads today are oc
by men
cupied
who have risen
from the ranks.
On my own division of a railroad,"
a former signal-

man says In the
Youth's Companion, "I have seen
the agent at a
small station work
up Into the position of auditor, at
$5 or 16 a day.
"The young fellow who used to
drag the chain and
figure out angles
and curves on the tracn Is now the superintendent of a division. The boy
who used to play round the cars and
twist brakes Just tor fun in a small
yard up country is now a responsible
trainmaster.
"I often wondered as I watched him
at play what he would one day do with
his earnestness and enthusiasm. The
telegraph operator-a- t $1.25 a day, who
worked overtime without a murmur,
and held to a miserable Job with grim
determination, is now the general manager of a big system.
"Still more Interesting is the story
of the water boy who became in time a
passenger brakeman. One day he made
a mistake and derailed a. train. He
went right into, the office and confessed
his negligence. Before long, for his
honesty, he was promoted. At the age
of twenty-si- x
he was general ticket
agent ' Today he probably ranks first
in his line of buslnes in the United
States.
"All these men work within a few
feet of each other in one railroad station. The building swarms with such
men, and when you come to look into
the matter closely you will be told that
in these and all other cases talent and
ability have counted, but the main
characteristic of these men has been
their strict attention to duty and their
lifelong devotion and loyalty to the
Interests of the public and the railroad.
"During the last few years one of
the avenues of employment on the
railroad that has become particularly
attractive is the passenger train service. The ranks of the trainmen are
now largely recruited from the high
schools.
.
,
"To begin with, he has to give an account of himself. The trainmaster
takes hold of him. He must answer a
number of questl jjja Jn regard to his
nationality, his parents, his age, his
height, his weight. Some of these
questions are very pertinent and
searching:
Are you crippled or deformed? Is
your eyesight or hearing defective?
Are you able to distinguish colors? Art
you subject to any sickness or infirm
lty? Are you temperate in your habits? Do you use intoxicating liquors?
Do you ever gamble in any way?
"If he passes a creditable examination he takes his place on a train per- naps tne following day.
wnen we start a new man in the
train service we keep In close touch
witn mm lor a year at least. Success
or failure comes In this period. In a
week or two I begin to make inquiries
If his work is up to the mark I find a
way to let him know it. Encouragement counts in any business. Then I
change his run and extend hia duties
and responsibilities.
"When his turn comes to take the
position of flagman he is subjected to
anotner examination. In our business
it would never do to take any chances.
It is one thing to answer questions in
the office; it Is another thing to handle
a train or to flag with good Judgment.
So I take an im;t binary train and place
it in all eorts o! difficult positions. A
man has to be thoroughly
posted to
pass the examination with credit.
"The first six months of the trainman's career Is the probationary
period. During this time he receives
vhat is called 'inexperienced rate of
par,' which is 25 cents a day less than
the full rate. At the end of six months
he is full fledged and competent"

Colors
Splendid A&re&tion of the Latest Patterns and
Especially Designed for Correct Autumn Wear.

A

The woman who makes it a point to be well posted on all matters
and admire
pertaining to fashion developments will find much to see
Auamong this varied assortment of the newest weaves and shades in
tumn's choicest silks and dress goods.
From America's as well as from the foremost foreign looms we have
assembled for your selection the best productions of the most dependable
mills. You can't go wrong here as to style or quality or price we've
chosen too carefully and from too reliable sources to permit of any possibility of mistake or dissatisfaction.
And, what we have said about the new silks and dress goods applies
with equal force to cjur dress trimming stock. Samples of any sent on
request.

everything is in
your favor from the standpoint
of variety, quality and price.
Choose now while

50 inch Cream White Storm
Serge of excellent quality and finish, extremely
for
popular
suits and dresses, per yard
$1.50
66 inch Reversible Suitings in exclusive
patterns and newest color combinations,' per
pat- tern
$9.00 to 5113.50
36 inch French Batiste in all the new and desirable evening shades, also staple- colors,
per
.

-

...50c

yard

:
.

Newest Silk Waist Patterns in the
Jewel, Roman stripe and fancy effects,

crushed
all

ex-

$4.50 to $6.00

clusive patterns

Exclusive Silk dress patterns in one and two color effects, either plain or fancy $12.50 to $14.50
Crepe de Chine in white, black and
ideal for fancy waists and evening wear

colors,
,

$1,25

Motor Maps.

,

ESTABTSHED 786Z
COULDN'T

REPEAT

THOUGHTS

railroad station, Farmer Stebbins."
"Only two ml.es. How far do you
Newly Married Man Would Not Tell live from the city station?"
Wife What He Waa Thinking of
"Oh, I live right In the city, of
course."
When He Mlaeed Train.
"But jow far from the station?"
'
"Alfred," she asked, cuddling up to
"Why, v call it seven miles."
him, "do you tell me all your
Ancestral Pride of the Future.
thoughts?"
"One of my forefathers was a signer
"Why do you ask that, you foolish
little girl?" . of the declaration of Independence."
"Because I love you so. You prom"That is something," replied Mrs.
ised that you would tell me every- Voteby Gumm. "But think of the
"
thing. (Do you?"
j me to, tell proud, satisfaction with which my
"Oh, you wouldn't want
will point
you everything, would you?"
to the fact that one of their foremoth-er- s
She drew away from him In sudden
was a militant suffragette."
fright Her worst suspicions were
verified.
Don't Forget the Walter.
"You are deceiving me!" she ex"Well, our vacation is over, We
"
claimed. "You
leave for' home today."
"No, no, my dear, don't think that
"I see the waiter has decorated our
I wouldn't deceive you for the world." table with
rosemary."
"You have Just admitted that "you
"Rosemary, eh? Ah, yes; that's for
don't tell me all your thoughts."
remembrance."
"Well, there are some that"
"Don't! Don't!" she cried. "You
On the Continent
are going to lie. I hate lies the worst
"Has Perry ever done anything to
of all things.
add to the gayety of nations?"
. Her feelings overcame her, and she
"Yes. He tries to speak French,
covered her face with her hands.
German and Italian when he Is in
"Don't be silly," he begged.
"Silly!" she tragically replied. "Do those countries.".
you call It silly for me to refuse to be
Appropriate.
deceived?"
"The Comeups have got a country
"You are not deceived. I never "
now
they tell me they have
"You have just admitted that you place, and
have thoughts which you cannot tell looked up their family tree."
"It's a good tree to go with a coun.
me!"
"Oh, I could tell them to you; but I try placo, It Is such a shady one."
don't think you would care to have
Defined.
me do so."
Magistrate My good woman, is
"Then what are they?"
"They are the thoughts I think when ..your husband's abuse of you habitual
I have to run to the station In the or Intermittent?
Complainant No, sir; it's JuBt plain
morning owing to a late breakfast,
and see the train moving cut of the cussin'.
station."
Ten Minutes or So.
"What are you doing?"
Not Always Welcome.
"I was Just trying to compute the
"A man should never go anywhere
when he has the slightest suspicion length of time it would take to exterminate the flies If they wore plumthat his presence is not desired."
fit to go on a woman's hat"
age
Mr.
Cumrox.
"But
"Perhaps," replied
a strict deference to that idea would
Base Insinuations.
have kept me away from many an
"I have often seen your husband at
Important board of directors' meetchurch, madam, during the sermon in
ing."
To Train Signal Men.
a somnolent condition."
Greater safety in railroad operation
" 'Taint so? My husband is
WASN'T FRIGHTENED.
strict
being demanded, the Pennsylvania
ly temperance."
railroad has instituted a new plan of
training men to maintain and operate
Cruel Retort.
its signals: Four signal apprentices
Miss Oldgirl Now I know a
hnve been appointed, and the differgreat
deal more about this place than you
ent .livlslons of the lines east of Pittsdo. Let me give you a few wrinkles-M- iss
burg have started ' signal schools,
Pert Certainly, for I see you
where experienced signalmen give inhave plenty to spare.
struction to the division signal employes iff regard to operation and
maintenance of signals and interlock
Peruvian Petroleum.
ing appliances.
Signal apprentices will serve a
three years' course. The first year
more extensively the petroleum re
will be spent on the mechanical end
sources of Peru. The known deposits
of the work with the repair and conof oil occur in a very narrow strip oi
struction gangs, the second year In
land between the foothills of the Andee
the office of the supervisor- of signals,
and the shore of the Pacific, and much
and the third year on outside avork on
of this Is flooded at high tide. Piles
electric and electropneumatic appliof railroad iron driven in the pure
ances.
ocean sand, which varies in depth
The next place open to them Is the
from five to fifty feet, are used at
position of assistant signal inspector
foundations for the derricks. The shalin the signal engineer's office.
v
lowest of the driven wells is 1,760 feet
Nimrod--Ge1
wonder weddei in depth. There is very little gas, and
,the oil is very heavy, so that it can
dat's a mockln' bold or a bear!
Lead In Railroad Mileage.
be put Into buckets with sSovels, and
When side tracks are taken Into
it is carried direct to the furnaces tc
A Different Viewpoint
account, we have more railroad mileserve
as fuel. Scientific American.
"What
a
from
way
live
long
the
you
than
all
the rest of the world.
age
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In countries like France, wher
roads are good and cross roads no
merous, travelers by automobile hav
frequent occasion to consult road
maps, because they go so fast and
change direction so often that topo
graphical Information is, for them, s
continual necessity.
To meet this there has been invenb
vu au auiuuiauu vuou luai uuiuiia
step with the advance of the carriage)
so that the chauffeur has always be
fore him a man of the route he is t
pursue. When the road is about ti
turn sharply an electric bell - givei
warning 300 meters In advance. An
other attachment to the chart regis
ters the- - distance traversed. Th
whole apparatus is moved by gearin
connected with the wheels of the aut
tomoblle.
Many Changes.
sir," said the oldest Inhabl
tant, "I've lived right here in SquasbJ
ville ninety-thre- e
years. Born here,
yes, sir. Been a lot of changes in mj
time, I tell ye. Why, I can remembel
when It was country where Hobson'l
grocery stands now, and back of Unharness shop where it's all built ul
now I've picked cherries many and
many a time. See the Methodist meet
in house up yonder? I can remembel
when there was a big maple tree righj
in the middle of the spot where th
buildin' stands. Yes, there's been I
lot of changes
Squash-vlllwa'n't but a little bit of a towl
when I was 'a boy."
"Yes,

Able Is Ambitious. .
In one of the Philadelphia settle
ments the chief worker was telling th
urchins of the right of every America!
youngster to aspire to the presidencj
of the United States. Little Able ElcH
stein didn't take kindly to the sugges
tlon.
,,
"Why, Abie, you are not a bit an
bitious," said the worker.
"Oh, yes, teacher, but not to be pres
ldent," the lad replied. "I'd Just likl-tbe secretary of the navy so that
could ride in the boats whenever i
wanted to."
,

1

The Danaer-Lln'Once," said Brother Dickey, "da?
wu a man who
prayed dat he migh'
lt out of de wilderness, an" his
pra'r
wuz answered, an' time
he got out, a
ortermobile run over him, an' then
T)ont de time he rlz up an' breshed
de dust from off him a
a'rshlp felled
on him, an' w'en he come
ter hisse'f
a
agin policeman told him ter move
on; an' so he lifted up all de voice
what he had left an'
prayed fer a ha
ricane ter blow him back ter whar he
come from." Atlanta
ConstituUon.
a.

The Last Word.
the first word in the die
Uonary?" asked the student
"The article 'a' of course"
replied
Mr. Growcher.
And what's the last wordr
Sh' n expert on.
.v A,,my
nbJecf-Washin-

mat's

gton

star.
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POLICE

CAPTAIN

RECLAIMING SWAMP LANDS
Elizabeth City, N. J., Nov. 7. B

ports of gratifying progress in the
reclamation of swamp and overflowed lands in this section were presented at the fourth, annual convention
here today of the North Carolim
Tbe conveo
Drainage association.
tlon will conclude its business tomo?

em i icr" ,,,,!
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U ELEC-

NORMAL

DUTIES.

Santa Fe, N. M, Nov.
John collier of tbe mounted
police has
eent out the following instructions
to
the mounted policemen:

TO PLAY THE

UN WAY TO
DURBAR
RULING SOVEREIGNS OF ENGLAND
WILL TAKE A VACATION
TRIP TO INDIA.

London, Nov. 7. After several
months of strenuous work, accomLOCAL FOOTBALL AGGREGATION panied by a tremendous expenditure
of money and energy the preparations
TO STACK UP AGAINST DUKE
November 4. 1911.
for the voyage of King George and
Dear Sir. Supplementing
CITY
BUNCH SATURDAY.
the inQuefn Mary to the coronation Durbar
structions given in Captain Fornoffs
letter of November 2 to you. In
Rain or shine there will be a foot- lit Delhi are practically lomnleted.
his ab8ence and by the order of
ball game between the team from Al- Their majesties, accompanied by a
large suite, will sail this woek on the
ernor Mills, I desire to add the fol- buquerque high school and tha
boys
n'nsular and Oriental liner Medina,
lowing points that you should observe of the Normal University on Saturwb.ch has been especially ennrtered
In performing your official duties
afternoon
at Amusement park. tor this
on day
purpose and, for the rime of
lection day:
This was the announcement
this
nnu
i
wu
or either political morning by the management of the the Journey, converted ino an uux
party have the right to challenge any Normal football team. Both of the iliaiT of the British navy.
The Medina, 20,000 tons, Is the new
one whom the challenger is satisfied
teams are in the finest of condition
est
and best equipped liner of the; P,
; is not a legal
voter, or whom he has and the contest will be a close one. 4c
u. company ana nas been comgood reason to believe Is not a legal The Normal team will line up about
for
the same, as In the game with the pletely remodeled and
voter; but no one has a right to
thiB voyage.
The ship will be unlenge voters without a good reason "Hasbeens" on which occasion it
der the command of Captain Chatfield,
merely to delay and obstruct voting, flayed the' former Lea Vegas gridiron
flag captain of Rear Admiral Sir Colin
8 tars to a standstill.
or to intimidate the voter.
If anyone should undertake to obThe Duke City team is a cracker-jack- , Keppel, and will be manned and officered by the pick of the British navy,
struct the voters, the officer should
if it is half what it is reported
Four
first class cruisers, including the
assist th& local deputy sheriff In pre- to be, and the game should attract Cochrane
and the Defence, will form
much
such
Meadow
the
from
attention
Interference.
City the
venting
,
convoy.
It is the desire of this office, as well fans. The Normal team has now had The
royal suites of cabins are on
as that of the governor, that every over a month's training under the the
voter in New Mexico should be al best coaches in the city who have the spar deck at the forward part of
vessel, the king's being on the
lowed me privilege of depositing his been hammering! football Into it. port
the queen's on the starballot free from intimidation, or in- Coaches Baker and Tipton are confi- board.side,
Each suite comprises a sitting
huBkies
dent
will
a
that
their
be
credit
terference.
room, a bedroom, a small dressing
Under no circumstances should you to the school and the Meadow City, room, and a bathroom.
Both suites
and
ard
forward
act as challenger for either political
though they
looking
are paneled in white throughout, but
to a close contest, they believe in the
party.
whereas the carpets and upholstery
ability of the Normal boys to carry off In the
Very truly yours, .
king's apartments are carried
first honors. Though the Las Vegas out
JOHN COLLIER,
in shades of blue, the queen's
one
and
have
game
played only
Sergeant Mounted Police. boys
are in green. The furniture in the
that on a field of mud, they showed
Insurance Company Admitted.'
king's
sitting room is of mahogany inThe Western States Life Insurance on that occasion that they have the laid, and consists of two writing
Alcompany of San Francisco, California, makings of a winning team. The
tables, a bookcase, several small
was today admitted to transact busi- buquerque high school boys have been tables and a number of settees and
TJniv-sity
ness In iNew Mexico, upon order of practicing regularly with the
easy chairs covered in blue silk.
team, giving them a chance for
Insurance Commissioner J. Chavez.
is the
bed room, which
a good work out. Tnougn somewnat Is fitted with king's
a wardrobe and chest
Captain Fornoff Back.
the bad weather, Tip- of drawers in inlaid satinwood. A
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New handicapped by.
Mexico mounted police, has returned ton and Baker have had the Normal small metal bedstead occupies one
from St. Louis bringing back wtth him team out every day putting it through corner, while in the other corner Is a'
some
W. H. Vaughn who had been indicted strenuous work and perfecting
swinging cot, the Invention of a LonIn
come
formations
that
trick
may
on
the charge,
don society woman, for use In very
by the grand Jury here
team.
of passing bad checks. Mr. Vaughn handy against the Duke City
rough weather. . The dressing room is
to
went
Jail.
en suite and both it and the bedroom
and
did not furnish bond
are upholstered Jn blue and white,
New Company Incorporated.
with carpets and curtains to match.
Articles of incorporation were filed RAILROAD MEN RAISE
The queen's sitting room furniture,
In the territorial secretary's office towhich is all of inlaid satinwood, comday by the Soto la Marina Land and
BIG STATEHOOD FLAG prises specially, designed writing
Water company, the' main office of
tables, bookcases, cabinet,' etc., with
which is at Raton with C. F. Rema-toer- g
The
settees and easy chairs upholstered
as the statutory agent.
at $200,000 SHOP, OFFICE AND TRAINMEN and covered with, green and white
company 1b capitalized
striped Bilk. Carpet and curtains
PARTICIPATE IN CEREMONY
comprising 200,000 shares at $1 each
match the furniture in color. "The
IN SANTA FE YARDSand the paid In capital is $2,000. The
bedroom and dressing room of the
stockholders are C. F. Remsberg, Rais furnished beautifully in
ton, 1,080 shares; Jeremiah Leahy, RaPatriotic sons of New Mexico are queen
and carpets, hangings and
Q.
satinwood
David
and
Dwyer,
ten
shares,
ton,
the railroad men who are employed In
curtains carry out the color sefieme
Raton, ten shares.
Las Vegas. In honor of the first state of
green and white.
election the railroad! men this morn
accommodations are providAmple
ELIOT ON WORLD TOUR
raised
the
o'clock
at
9:55
upon
ing
ed
in
different
W.
parts of the) ship, for
Charles
7
Dr.
Boston, Nov.
big pole in the yards near the round
members of the
the
distinguished
Harvard
of
an
American
emeritus
and
house
flag
shops
Eliot, president
numerous attendand
suite
the
royal
an
on
was
eight, bearing 48 stars. As the flag
University, started today
suite of their
ants.
household
The
inpulled to the top of the staff by Mrs.
months' tour of the world. His
Duchess of
Include
will
the
majesties
time
Division
for
E. Burkes, stenographer
tention is to spend much of the
of the robes;
Mistress
Devonshire,
Ogden, the assembled shop
one of the ladies of
visiting interior points in India, Foreman
and office employes Lady Ampthill,
trainmen
men,
Philippines.
and
the
China, Japan
the Duke of Teck,
the
bedchamber;
lifted their hats and gave three rous
brother of the queen,
elder
surviving
annPFSSES PEACE ADVOCATES ing cheers.
aide de camp to the king and
The flag was purchased by popular personal
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 7. The pres.
colonel of the First Life
lieutenant
men
the railway
earl of Shaftesbury, lord
nce of President Taft on the list of subscription among
the
Guards;
Mrs. Burkes. Mrs. A. Langston,
cneakers served as a magnet to at by
chamberlain to the queen; the earl of
one
of
the popular engineers,
wife of
tract an immense crowd to Music and Fireman R. Green. The banner is Chesterfield, lord steward of his maan
of
the
the
opening
for
household; the earl of Shrewshall today
24 by 15 feet in dimensions. The rail- jesty's
nual meeting of, the American Soci- road men love to see Old Glory wav bury, premier, earl of England and a
of In
great friend of the king; Lord Stan- ety for the Judicial Settlement
ing In the yards when they pull in fordham,
private secretary to the
ternational Disputes.
from a hard trip and the shop and
Colonel Sir FredLieutenant
office men like to glance at its beauti- king;
and assisterick
equerry
Ponsonby,
Saturday
arrested
was
Encinias
R.
ful colors as they go about their work.
to
the king;
ant
secretary
private
upon the charge of drunkenness by
Sir
Charles
Commander
Oust,
equerry
yes
and
triea
Coles
Police
of
Chief
to the king; Sir Edward Henry, com
guilty
He
pleaded
afternoon.
'
terday
Dr. F. T. B. Fest has leased the
who
before Judge D. R. Murray and was house at 907 Third street, from the In- missioner of Metropolitan police,
extra
was
equerry
the
appointed
of
recently
released upon the payment
vestment and Agency corporation and, to the king, and Lieutenant Colonel
costs.
as soon as some improvements are Sir R. Havelock Charles, sergeant
made, will move in from his home on surgeon to the king and principal medcandle
a
out
Eighth street, which hap been pur- ical officer on the staff of the king and
You might squeeze
chased by Tom Ross.
gas.
can't
pintsch
but
yon
queen during the visit to India,
light,
The journey will be broken by two
stops, one at Malta' and the other at
Aden. The ultimate port Is Bombay
and the arrival there is scheduled for
December 2. The day of their majesties' disembarkation will be one of
addresses, processions, receptions and
banquets, ending with a grand ilium-i- r
.
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Investiture on December 14. Early In
January a court will be held in Calcutta, and by the end of that month
the king and queen are expected back
in England again.
AVOID

HIGHS

ALBUQUERQUE

ergent

Ill

AND QUEEN

,

,

During the entire sea voyage the
king will remain in constant communication with London by means of a
powerful wireless apparatus installed
on the Medina. Everything has been
done to insure the safety of the king
and queen, not only on board of ship,
but during their sojourn in India. The
greit coronation Durbar, which will
be 1 eld in Delhi on December 12, Is
expected to surpass all prevllous durbars in magnitude, gorgeousness nd
ato!Kl&cce, as this is the first time in
history that the British rulers wIJ
present themselves in person to receive the homage of their people in
India. There will be magnificent ceremonies and festivities following the

NOVEMBER

HARSH

7, 1911.
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SPECIAL TRAIN TO
RUN FROM NEW

DRUGS

Many Cathartics Tend to Cause Injury
to the Bowels.
If you are subject to constipation,
you Bhould avoid strong drugs and
cathartics. They only give temporary

relief and their 'reaction is harmful
and sometimes more annoying than
constipation. They In no way effect a
cure and their tendency 1b to weaken
the already weak organs with which
thev come in contact.
We honestly believe that we have
the best constipation treatment ever
devised. Our faith in it is so strong
"hat we sell it on the positive guarantee that it shall not cost the user a
cent if it does not give entire satisfaction and completely remedy constipation. This preparation is called
Rexall Orderlies. These are prompt,
soothing, and most effective in action.
They are made of a recent chemical
discovery. Their principal Ingredient is odorless, tasteless, and colorless. Combined with other well known
ingredients, long established for their
usefulness in the treatment of constipation, it forms a tablet which is
eaten Just like candy. They, may be
taken at any time, either day or night,
without fear of their causing any inconvenience whatever. They do not
gripe, purge, nor cause nausea. They
act without causing any pain or excessive looseness of the bowels. They
are ideal for children, weak, delicate
persons, and aged people, as well as
for the most hearty person.
They come in three size packages,
12 tablets,, 10 cents; 36 tablets, 25
cents; 80 tablets, 50 cents. Remember, you can obtain them only at our
store The Rexall Store. E. G.

EKOW

MEXICO
TWO HUNDRED DELEGATES FROM
NEW SJATE WILL ATTEND
IRRIGATION CONGRESS.
Chicago, Nov.

EASY TO FIND

S!ZEt)F HEART

6--

German Medical Men Have, It It Announced, Brought It Down to an
Exact Science.

You have heard
somebady some
time say: "Mr.
has a big
heart" Perhaps he
has, and pernaps
closer
acquaintance may prove
that he hasn't In
case you should happen to be at all
Interested in Mr.
you will
be glad to know that there is a way in
which you can easily determine the
exact size of his heart and find out
for yourself whether that particular
heart is above normal proportions or
not.
A German medical Journal, the
fuer Klinische Medizin, publishes a description of a new heartr
measuring method compiled by Profs.
Levy-Porand S. Mailer of Berlin.
They Have found two means,, in fact,
of determining the length of the heart
Following the first of , these two
methods you must ask Mr.
to close his right hand like a fist with
the first joint of the thumb resting on
the first Joint of the index finger. Now
measure with calipers the exact dis'
tance from the outside of the bone at
the knuckle joint of the little finger to
the back of the first Joint of the
SOUR, GASSY, UPSET
thumb. This distance, multiplied by
,
STOMACH REGULATED
oneand a half, will give the exact
of Mr,
heart
Just a Little Diapepsin Ends Indiges- length
The
second
in addmethod
consists
In
Five Minutes.
tion
ing to the breadth of the hand, as
measured between the knuckle
The question as to how long you are of the index finger and "that of thejoint
litgoing to continue to suffer from in- tle finger the length of the first, 'or
leading, bone of the middle finger.
digestion, Dyspepsia, or
Stomach is merely a matter of how This sum gives the length of the
soon you' begin taking some Diapep heart.
,
sin.
If your Stomach is lacking in di 'BABY TENTS" SAVED LIVES
gestive power, 'why not help the stom
,
ach to do its work, not with drastic Philanthropic Undertaking In Chl-!
and Minneapolis Productive
cago
a
of
but
digesdrugs,
of Excelent Result.
tive agents, such as are naturally at
work in the stomach.
Mothers of lit- '
tie babies that suf
People : with., eak Stomachs should
fered . much from
take a little Diapepsin occasionally,
the intense beat
and there will be no more Indigestion,
in the early part
no feeling like, a lump of lead in the
of June wllblie in
stomach, tno heartburn, Sour risings.
terested in .the
Gas on Stomach or Belching of undisuccess 'of the "ba- or
Dizziness
gested food, Headaches,
hy tent" scheme
Sick Stomach, and, besides, what you adopted in Chicago and Minneapolis.
eat will, not ferment and poison your The tents were placed on flat roofs of
breath with nauseous odors. All these tall buildings and vacant lots with
eight little cradles or cots in each
symptoms resulting from a sour,
When all was ready mothers
stomach and dyspepsla( are tent.
of babies under two years were invited
minutes
five
relieved
in
generally
to leave thein at the nearest available
after taking a little Diapepsin.
tent over night so that the youngsters,
Go to your druggist and get a
in addition to enjoying the privilege of
case of Pape'B Diapepsin now, Bleeping out of doors could also receive
and you will always go to the table the attention of trained nurses and
with a hearty appetite, and what you doctors free.
The Minneapolis tents have a perpat will taste good, because your forated
iron pipe extending along tbe
stomach and Intestines will be clean
with the city
and fresh, and you will know there ridge pole and conneoted
On very hot nights the
water
are not going to be any more bad water supply.
was turned on and allowed to
nights and miserable days for
stream down over the canvas.
By
freshen you and make you feel evaporation it greatly reduced the temlike life Is worth living.
perature Inside the tents. The Chicago
tents were kept cool by the use of
large blocks of ice in tubs before the
OKLAHOMA CLUB WOMEN MEET entrance. Electric fans blew cold air
Chlckasha, Okla., Nov. 7. Chicka-sh- a from the ice into the tents and loweris entertaining during the re- ed the temperature sufficiently to keep
babies comfortably cool
mainder of this week the annual con- the
vention of the Oklahoma Federation
of Woman's clubs. The arrivals to- OLD ENOUGH TO BE WISE
day included delegates from all ovei
After' Deep' Calculation,
the state, together with several prom- Scientist,
Gives the Age of the Earth at
o
sections
other
from
inent speakers
;
Least 700,000,000 Years.
the country.
Many are the
- that
estimates
have been made
as to the age of
this earth of ours,
and each now estimate
pushes
back Its birthday
still further into
May be promoted by those who the mists of
eternity. The latest calcleanse
the
and
gently
system, now
culation is made by R. L. Strutt, an
then, when in need of a laxative English physician, by a method that
he considers precise.
remedy, by taking a deseitspoonful
the properties of helium
of the ever refreshing, wholesome hasStudying
enabled him to calculate the
and truly beneficial Syrup of Figs amount of this element that certain
and Elixir of Senna, which is the rocks and minerals have contained
since the day they were formed.
only family laxative generally ap- Analyzing samples or' zireon from the
proved by the most eminent phy- volcanic regions of Europe, Africa and
Mr! Strutt finds
that the
sicians, because it acts in a natural, America,
basaltic rocks of Auvergne, which are
strengthening way and warms and of the tertiary period, are only 6,270,-00tones up the internal organs without
years old; that the syenites of
are more than 54,000,000
weakening them. It is equally benefi-fici- al Norway
old, and that the dlamondiferous
years
for the very young and the mid- blue clay of Klmberley, in South Afridle aged, as it is always efficient and ca, has the respectable age of
years.
free from all harmful ingredients. To
But the record for old age is held
beneficial
effects
it is always by the archaic Laurentlan rocks of
get its
necessary to buy the genuine,' bear- the backbone of Canada, which were
formed at least 622,000,000 years ago.
ing the name of the Company
From this Mr. Strutt figures that the
California Fig Syrup Co. plainly earth cannot be less than
about
years old..
printed on the front of everypackage.
Zelt-schri- ft
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govern-

ments have stated their intention of
being officially represented at the
Nineteenth National Irrigation congress in Chicago December 9 next.
So states Dr. E. McQueen. Gray, of
Albuquerque, N. M., foreign secretary
of the congress.
The governments
signifying their intention to partici
pate are;
Argentine, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Germany, Guate
mala, Honduras, Mexico, Uraguay,
Panama, Peru, Russia, Salvador, Nica
ragua, Venezuela, This is the largest
number of foreign governments which
have ever participated in a national
congress and bears effective witness
to the international influence which
the National Irrigation congress exer
cises throughout the whole world. The
delegations from several of 'these
countries have already been appointed
and are on their way to the United
States for the purpose of taking part
in the meeting.
China is to be represented by her
newly appointed minitser, Mr. Sze,
and the representatives of Russia and
Germany aro already in the United
States. The change in the government
of Canada has delayed the appoint
ment of the Canadian representatives,
but it is expected that a strong delegation will cross the border from the
dominion to take part id "the irrigation congres.
State delegations to the National Ir
rigation congress are coming on spe
cial trains from the west, north, and
south. The most elaborate plans at
present are those of the New Mexico
delegation.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell writes to
the congress headquarters here from
Albuquerque, N. M., that a 'special
train has been arranged for. to be
called the New State train, which will
carry delegates to the National Irrigation congress to the number of twd or
three hundred.
This train Will leave New Mexico in
time to visit New York and Wash
ington and return to Chicago In time
for the irrigation, congress and the
land show there,' after which the party
will disband and the members return
home as they prefer.
Colonel Hopewell writes: "The New
State train will carry banners endorsing the national Irrigation congress
and we believe it will be of great ben
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LOUISVILLE TO DINE TAFT'
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 7, Great pre- paratlona are being made for the en- tertalnment of President Taft' who is
to stop off In Louisville tomorrow on-his way to HodgehvUle to attend the
Lincoln Farm Memorial dedication
The Louisville Press club will give a
banquet In his honor. In addition 16

elude Henry Watterson and Senator
'

W. O. Bradley.

1
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of state
capital today to pay
.
.
, t
:
,
; v. i
iv annual uiuuuus aii Daiumure pe- fore he leaves for Rome to attend
the Consistory at(whlch he is to be
made a cardinal. '.Mgr. Falconlo prob- ably will sail from New York in
company with Archbishops Farley
and O'Connell. All three will receive
the red hat! from the hands of the
Pontiff at the same time.
;v ,

the answer to

HAPPY OLD AGE

..

FALCONIO ON HIS WAY TO. ROME
Washington, Nov. 7. Mgr. Falco- -

y

you.-The-

A HEALTHY,

efit to the irrigation congress, th
new state of New Mexico and the development of the West"
Nebraska is another state which
will send a special delegation. State
Engineer D. D. Price writes to the irrigation congress from Lincoln, Neb.:.
"The Nebraska State Irrigation association meets Jn Bridgeport on November 14 and 15, at which time it is
the plan to arouse considerable' enthusiasm to secure a large delegation to the national convention In
Chicago. We are looking forward to
a very successful state meeting and
also to bringing a large delegation to
the national convention. . It has been
planned to charter one or more Pullmans from the state of Nebraska to
Chicago and return. In ( this way we
will be able to keep our delegation
more together and thus obtain better
'
results."
Special delegations in chartered
cars will attend from several other
states. Large and enthusiastic delegations are expected from Arizona,
the home of B. A. Fowler, president
of the congress; Washington, the residence of R. Insinger, chairman of the
board of governors; Missouri, where
Fred W. Fleining, first vice president,
resides; Montana, the home of L.
Newman, second vice president;. Colorado, where the third vice president,
A. G. Watson, lives; California, the
home of fourth vice president, ' John
Fairweather; Wyoming, the residence
of fifth vice president, B. C. Buffum,
as well as Idaho, Kansas, Nevada,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Texas and Utah."
The attention being paid this year
to drainage, has interested the southern and eastern states and large delegations are expected to represent
,
them.
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THHJ EXPIRATION

PAID FOR.

New York. The cause of measles
has been discovered as a result Of a
series of experiments lasting a year.
The physicians who made the tests
are: Dr. John F. Anderson, director
of the hygienic laboratory. Washington, D. C, and Passed Assistant
Joseph Golberger. The disease
Is caused by a virus which is tq be
found in the blood of those suffering
from it.
( r
The experiments were carried, out
inoculated
with monkeys. These were
with blood from measles patients, and
it was found that the animals wer
susceptible to the disease.; ', ; the
"These observers state," says

Bur-geo- n

ex-

Sie-'me-

.

Blood
Moneys Were Inoculated With
From Patients"' Suffering With
..,
Diseases and Animals
Found Susceptible. (,'

Medical Itecord, "that their first
on June 8
periment was performed
from
obtained
blood
some
1910, with
a case of measles at the . Willard
Parker hospital, New York. Two mona
keys were inoculated ; in each slight
rise in temperature was noted on
the eleventh day, the significance oi
at the
which was not appreciated
time. A second attempt was made
' .
with similar results.
at"On April 28 of this year a third
mon
tempt was made, three rhesus
more,
keys being inoculated. Once

:

,

How

;

the
Advertisers 'are guaranteed
irgest "daily and weekly circulation
t any newspaper ' In Northeastern
few Mexico.
as regards temperature reaction, results were obtained essentially like
those of former experiments.' In the
case of one monkey an eruption and
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7,; 1911.
other symptoms resembling those oi
' '
measles occurred.
fourth
attempt
a
"On May 16 last
vqi martfl! two monkeys were inocu
DEPORTING THE LADIES
monlated, and at the same time the
on
exhibited
symptoms
had
key whiph
The whisky tselling at Wichita is h farmer occasion was Teinoculated
to those places with a view of testing bis. Jmmunity
confined principally
reknown In the presence of Mrs. Bof- and obtaining light on the previous
:f, '
fin as disorderly resorts.. The at- action.
'Ten finvs after Inoculation this ani
torney general and his assistant are mal
developed a well marked eruption,
to
suppress those which in two days became general-ized- .
working in Wichita
resorts as a part of the program to
In seven days this' had died
clean up the joints. And, recording out. Desquamation was noticed only
to the stories in the public prints. on the scalp and temple: The monIt would seem to be the policy of key which had been iTeinoculated
whatever.
the attorney general and his assist showed no reactionfrom
the heart of
"Blood aspired
'n
to
ladles
the
flpts
caught
deport
which showed reacanimals
two
the
tSe raids upon the places aforepald
tion was used for the inoculation ol
'Mch deportation .meets with oppn- - four fresh rhesus monkeys1. v All showrtion from Mayor Minlck. It is ' a ed reaction to a greater, or less exe question what to do with'-thtent. Anderson and Goldberger be
rocial waste male and female, that lleve that they are justified in con,.."
vnes from the mill of civilization cluding that they have demonstrated
the rhesus mon
'' Ttng every million people are sev- - h Biiapentihilitv ofwith
the blood 'of
Inoculation
to
key
r?A
hundreds who fall under tlie
,
human measles drawn from the genmoral burdens put upon them by so eral circulation early in the eruptive
ciety; the petty thief, the pickpock- stages."
the pros
Tha nhvslcians continued their ex- , et, the loafer, the drunkard,
titute, the gamWer, the confidesoe turitnonfa and discovered that there
are the is a period of Infectlvity of the blood
""jnan all these creatures
mill-tails
of civilization. beginning at least Just Derore r ana
chaff, and
twenty-foufor about
Poor creatures, they are more sluaoii rnnHnulne
hours after the first appearance of
because the
against than sinning,
eruption. After this period, the
they are weak rather than because infont.ivtt.v of the blood is greatly re
they are vicious what shall be done duced, and progressively diminishes.
Not satisfied entirely wun uie re
with them? Deporting will only ohift
'
the burden.
They have lost the sults of these experiments, the
sought to determine the
knack of thrift and industry. They
nature of the virus of measles.
need moral regeneration. They need exact nublished the results of the lat
Thev
help rather than punishment, and it ter series of experiments last Satur
sociaf
before
!s the big
problem
day in the Journal r toe American
to answer fairly the woman Medical Association. s
il
First they sought to 'discover
;who replies to- society's demand that
Bhe go and Bin no more where shall whether or not the virus would pass
1 go?
Where in the name of all o.ir through a filter. In this case they
blood-serufrom ameasies
Churches and schools and prisons find diluted with three times its volume
patient
colleges where shall she go to sin of salt solution. The whole was pass
no more? Bhe needs a strong arm to ed through a Berkefeld filter - They
lean upon for a few years not a ja'l-er'- were able to inocniate a monney
She needs to be taught Low with the resulting solution vhence they
work and to love work not. by an conclude that the virus is, capaoie; oi;
a Berkefeld ?tinr$
Institution that makes work loathed passing through
next
The
experiment was I'imderta
mid unlovely. She needs love even ken
whether or not the
determine
to
ehe and not punishment. And wheie, virus could be dried. They found that
gentlemen of the Jury, your honor it resisted desiccation for, Jwenty-fou- r
., ,
the judge, his excellency the gover hours or more.
"
shall
Next thev made experiments to dis
nor, and fellow citizens-j-whe- re
she go with her shame and bet brok cover whether or not heat would de
en visions where, shall sae go for stroy the" virus. It lost its infectlvity
being subjected to a temperathat socialtion and economic salva after
of 55 centigrade for fifteen minture
clviliziulon
tion , which a Christian
utes.
.Vhould guarantee to. every aspiring
The virus loBt none of its virulence
soul? Emporia (Kan.) G.z,fctte. '(
after being kept at a freezing temper
hours. They deature for twenty-fivtermined also that it probably retain"
ed some of its infectlvity utter twen
tlOO Reward. $100.
r
;
hours at 15 centigrade, u
The readers of this paper will be
at
Is
there
that
to
learn
pleased
Haoet nna dreaded disease that sci
Skips Rope at 81.
ence has been able to cure In all its
her
N. Y. To celebrate
Ithaca,
Stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
eignfy-flfsf- r
"birthday; . Mtes.; Sue
cure
the
is
positive
Cure
only
jCatarrh
an inmate ,of the Old Ladles'
medical fraternity.
jow known to the
this city, skipped the rope 21
home
in
constitutional
a
Catarrh being
was not fatigued when- - she
treatand
times
constitutional
a
requires
taken
finished.
is
Cure
Catarrh
Hall's
ment
Miss Vorhees is remarkably spry and
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys- athletic for her years. She told her
tem, thereby destroying, the founda- friends to come on the lawn in ifro'nt
pation of the disease, and giving theconan i,ordi-nar- of the home and, picking up,
tient strength by building up the
Jumping rop, .lightly 'skipgirl's
in
nature
istitutlon and assisting
aoing
it 21 times. Last year her friends
its work. The proprietors have so ped
(
she jumped It 40 times.
say
curative
Its
powers
in
much faith
Vorhees has been in the home
Miss
Dollars
Hundred
One
that they offer
case that it fails to cure. Send 12 years. She is a great pedestrian.
' for any
f
for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. .CHENEY & CO., To
TII
50.
Get
Can't
Legacy
ledo, O.
Npw Haven, Conn. Under thd will
Sold by .all Druggists. 75c. .
of Rrnest Finis, filed for' probate.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
Henry George Finis, a youthful son,
stipation.
i
jiust wait until he is 60 fears olp, beV
fore receiving any portioj of the
side or chest
, For pains in the
left him. The property Is lo be
n ntoRA of flannel with Cham
held in trust. The unusual provision
over
on
berlain's Liniment and bind It
does not apply to imtiar
to
the teat of paiu. There is notmng four other children.. 'i.tst-aesbetter.. vFor sale by au arugists.
'
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Great

Number of Visitors Last Year Was
739,837, Accordlnj to Report of
Librarian
Progress on
Extension Building.
London. The annual report of the
director and principal librarian of the
British museum for (he last year
shows that the number of visitors was
739.837, which was not quite equal to
that of 1908, the year the Franco- British exhibition, when the aggregate
was the highest recorded.
Last year 670.104 visited the museum on week days, the highest figure
since 1905; while the Sunday total ot
69,733 is the highest on record with
the exception of 1908, when so many
foreigners were in London.
Great progress has been made on
the extension building, the main external structure having been almost
completed, while plans for the internal
furniture and fittings were prepared,
says the London Athenaeum. As many
as 374,782 separate objects of all kinds
have been Incorporated In the collections of the several departments during the year, and in that of the printed
books alone 62,172 catalogue titles have
been written. In the reading room
1,472,278 volumes have been supplied
to readers, and it is noteworthy that a
certain proportion of the accession to
the general library has been made by
International exchange.
The principal purchases In the department of printed books have been
incunabula, as many as 69 books printed in the fifthteenth century having
been added; they include a copy of
the valuable Zinna Psalter printed at
the expense of the Emperors Frederick III. and Maximilian I. in 1495. A
notable addition among later books Is
the only work of Milton which was
not in the library. The copy of the
"Catalogue of Paintings and Drawings
in Buckingham Palace" that has been
presented by the lord chamberlain
would have been a more suitable and
useful accession to the national art
library at South Kensington, which
does not meet with the patronage and
public support that it deserves.
We read of such widely divergent
acquisitions by the British museum in
a single year as the autograph memorandum by Nelson of October 9, 1805,
explaining for the Instruction of his
captains his plan for attacking the
French at Trafalgar; the Diaries of
Romney; 160 fragments of Coptic
papyri; a remarkably fine and very
long papyrus roll of 'The Book of the
Dead" In hieratic characters, written
about 980 B. C; a large foundation
deposit brick of Barneses II. from
Bubastls; several examples of vases,
Inscribed tablets and pottery; and 65
coins, some of great rarity and datmiddle of the second cening from-thtury, from a hoard found in Hampshire. It might escape public notice
that the manuscript bibliography ot
numismatics has been continued and
brought up to date, while the series
of forgeries of Greek coins has been
.
expanded.
The department of prints and drawbeen exceptionally fortunate
ings has
in the ' generosity of George Salting,
who bequeathed 227 drawings, as well
as 208 engravings, many of them be
ing of the highest importance and
value. Nor must the ancient Chinese
paintings from the Wegener collection.
the collection of etchings of the late
Sir Francis Seymour Haden, the Robert Low. collection of drawings or tbe
engraved portraits presented by Lady
Layard be Overlooked.
Among other benefactions the national art collections fund secured for
tbe musuem six fine designs by Alfred Stevens, whose fame in generations to come will be very considerably greater than that accorded by
either private collections or the general public today. It seems, however,
that such designs as those for covered vases, cups and plates would
have been of greater utility In the department of engraving, illustration and
design at the Victoria and Albert museum than in the print . room at
-

Instead of taking separate bottles
of oil and vinegar, with the requisite

seasonings for a French dressing, and
measuring and mixing It juBt before
using, try what a Little Wise Lady
taught a Busy Planner. "Measure all
your ingredients, and put them In a
tightly corked bottle or small preI
I
serve jar," she said. "The salt and
I i(v 7 ,
sugar will dissolve thoroughly long
before you reach the woods.
"When your salad Is ready for Its
dressing simply take the bottle or jar
and give lt a thorough 'churning.'
The mixture will be perfect Of
course, the colder It has been kept
the better. I Invented this plan after
seeing my neighbor pour a little vinegar Into her oil bottle, to take up the
last teaspoonful 'that always takes so
long to run down and out, when one
is in a hurry. She shook 'It well and
"You noets always refer to the moon poured the 'emulsion' thus formed
as 'she.' Td like to know why the Into the mayonnaise sbe wa3 mixing,
moon should be considered fem leaving nothing in the bottle.
inine."
"It is a far better plan than warm"Well, you see, nobody knows Just' ing the bottle In order to hasten Its
how old the moon really Is."
emptying "

Wm

Is unable to make both ends meet
Orville Harduppe Wll, I'm afraid
I shall never be able to do so. I'm
so contortionist. Good evening.
NOWADAYS

He I want to get a fancy job where
do' very little work for a very great
deal of money.
She Became a medical specialist

I
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Pickled Lambs' Tongues.

Wash well and trim neatly twelve
lambs' tongues. Boil in salt water un-

Skin and pack in

til tender.

glass

are hot Put in
jars while tongues
and cloves,
whole
allspice
few
a very

,

cover with hot vinegar and seal at

once.
Home Fried Potatoes.
Cut raw potatoes In medium thick
slices. Put a tablespoonful of lard
frvinz Dan and when hot turn
ir,.

p

'

'

ready to serve."

Klnf P aunrt
It was while making candles with
fondant that the Little Wise Lady dis
covered how perceptibly the natural
flavor of cocoanut is heightened by the
addition of a very few drops of almond extract To any "package" cocoanut. boueht already shredded, it
adds a fresh quality, which would
lead the unsuspecting to take for
granted that the pie, pudding or caks
made of it was the product of a newly
grated cocoanut Later on the Littl
Wise Lady experimented with dishes
in which other nuts were ingredients,
and she found the use of the almond
extract invaluable. It is not to be
used in sufficient quantity to give a
definite almond flavor, unless that b
especially desired, but half a dozen
drops will bring out the flavor of any
kind of nuts, while the "wonder work
er" itBelf "goes off" in the cooking, so
as not to be discovered by any not in
;
itlated. New York Herald.
I
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"DiaLmond M
"Old Homesteaoi
Boss Patent"
Tha Lcadtttn Brands of High Patent Flcur
Handled Exclusivel

in Las Vegas

by

CKexrles Ilfeld Corn.wav
New Mexico's

Largest Wholet

Everyone recognizes the Superiorit)
brands Even our Competitors

Stuffed Eggplant.
Select purple fruit and ot small
Halve them and, sprinkling
size.
them lightly with salt, turn them cul
side down on a fine sieve, put a heavy
plate on them and let them drain fol
an hour. Wipe them dry, take front
each a tablespoonful of the center,
chop It fine and for each tablespoonful allow the same amount of bread
crumbs, a teaspoonful each of chop
ped onions, olives and of olive oil)
a Utiia aalt and. a dratm of niH'--

k

tinr

Tiy an Md. m The ..Optic'o
"Want Gotum&s"

13

9

unyx Hosiery
Any Pair of Ladies "Onyx" Made Hose Will Be Replaced
V
J
By a New One If It Does Not Wear Well.

LOSS

New York
Faulty Construction of
Fireproof Buildings.

To Clean Suede.
clean- Suede gloves can be perfectly
ed with oatmeai u iu
thern
on the hands and rubbing exact y
meal
the
of
through a bowl
tue
as you would do wbenwashing
hands.
rub It
if there is a very dirty spot
and
cloth
flannel
well with a clean
on suede
the meal. When the nap flattened
becomes
gloves or shoes
hem
rub
Sown or slightly , soiled
efwill
This
lightly with sandpaper.
appearance
fectually restore the good
of the sueae.

two-third-

Chief Croker of

Tells

,

An

'

.

two-thir-

d

Hloomsbury.

Ex-Fir- e

one-hal-

s

-

FIRE

oughly.

Delicious Spice Pf.
The yolks of three eggs, one and
f
cups of sugar, one cup of
two tablespoons of flour,
cream,
good
of a cup of buf.er, one teaspoon o' spice, cloves, cinnamon, and
nutmeg. Mix flour and sugar together, then cream with b'ltter; add yolks
of'egs1".
thcrciphly; next add
crea:'J and spices. Use the whites fof
the frosting on top.

Jellied Veal.
the potatoes, season to taste, cover
for 20 cents, cover in
Buy a veal shank
and
fry brown.
to a boil
with cold water, let come
medium
one
and skim carefully. Add
Wlm Battle With Python.
eize onion, a bay lear. sniau piece
'
cloves.
Tex. E. W.' Copley saved
whole
six
and
Dallas,
salt
red pepper,
death In the folds of a
bones
off
from
fails
himself
meat
Boll slowly till
and
by breaking the snake'a
python
Take out the meat strain liquid
"
'
'
meat
is
picked
the
"neck."
i
while
cool
let it
was sixteen feet long,
from
snake
Remove
grease
The
small
pieces.
into
was
angry.
HE WASN'T ACROBATIC!
COOKING BREAKFAST IN BED the liquid, add to the meat, put into weighing 250 pounds and
the snake on exhibibowls to cool. Serve on lettuce leaves Copley had had
to hH
Electric Appliances Do Away With an with plenty of mayonnaise dressing. tion in a museum and took it
air!
fresh
of
it
liquid.
to
give
home
Immense Amount of Former
to
have
plenty
Be sure
The owner and an assistant startedNecessary Labor.
V
to carry the reptile away on a blankCabbage a la Cauliflower.
stumbled. The
n.,..
..siitoni
1
BBOiatuu.
Surely no one should' have trouble
Take a small head of cabbage and
In keeping a cook in a house with all shave It up fine, put Into rapidly boilsnake was aroused, wrapped itself
"" "
electric apliances, like that described ing water and boll just 15 minutes; do around Copley s
in Suburban Life. The author says: not salt the water; drain through a ing to throw its coils around the
"In connectionkwith the wiring of the colander. Put a tablespoon of butter man's body when Copley seized the
house, a switch was located In the into a cup of milk and heat; when it snake's head above the Jaws, snapmaid's bedroom at the bad of her is JuBt to a boll add the cabbage; stir ped It suddenly backward and broke
When she first woke' In the well, remove from the fire, add salt Us "neck."
bed.
morning she could turn this switch and serve on hot dish.
and start the coffee and cereals be
To Sleep In Cold Air. .
Oil Pickles.
$18,000
chapter
fore getting out of bed. She would
Columbia, Mo.-Slice, without peeling, medium-sizeget theBe dishes ready before retiring
house without a closed bedroom has
for the night, and then simply insert cucumbers to fill a gallon Jar. Sprin- been completed by the Sigma Alpha
the plugs in the electrio dishes ready kle hetween the well packed layers Epsilon fraternity in this city The 15
s
of a cupful of salt and let Missouri university members of thHt
for turning the switch the next mornto rv ,coM
ing. Thus sbe was always sure of stand three hours. Drain carefully fraternity ravf doMtfo
avoiding delay, which is not always and pack with an ounce of celery seed, fresh air ps a healthful steep prod!fr
true with a oa! range. At the best, two ounces of white mustard seed, and restorer tor tired brain eel's
the Are in the coal range would be and two onions chopped fine, equally
of bedrooms a large oiti air
Just about 'coming up by the time distributed through the layers. Add a sleepingcliambei- uat bten coiui runtMiss Prue Dent Papa says you are the maid was dressed and in the cup of good olive oil as you go and ed oh the third floor. No heat will !.
cold vinegar.
allowed in this room even in coldest
improvident and that he will never kitchen. With the electric outfit, the cover with goo'd
weather.
consent to my marrying, a man that coffee and the cereal were practically

e

CAUSE OF GREAT

r
Mound this dressing on each half,
in a baking pan,
halves
the
range
of an !nc
pour in water to the depth
sal
of
butter,
add a generous piece
In a ho
and peprer, and place the pan be suffl.
oven; twenty minutes should
clentiy long to cook the eggplant thor.

PICNIC HINT OF SOME VALUE
Mix the French Dressing Before Starting and Have It All Ready
for Use.

Collection Grew
Year 1910.
the
During

e
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Mrs. Oldwed Tom, dear, do you
love me as much as ever?
Mr. Oldwed Sure.
,
Mrs. Oldwed Why?
Mr. Oldwed (absently) Force of

Chicago. E. F. Croker, former fire
chief of New York city, delivered an
address before the Irish Fellowship
club here the other afternoon on the habit,' I guess.
Are losses In the United States.
"The loss from fires in th United
DIDN'T PROPOSE
States is 233 per cent., against 33
in
per cent,
Europe." declared the former Gotham fire chief. "This great
difference In loss Is due to the great
difference in building construction
here and In Europe. Across the water the buildings are put up to withstand fires. The men who build them
think about' fires before they finish
their work. In the United States tho
structures are slapped together too

Rather a Strong GuaranteeTry Our Hose and (See
We Do Not Live Up to It
You Pay the Same Price

That Is Asked in All the
tern States.
V

f;

Dub-L-To-

.

quickly.

"The best way to eliminate the
heavy loss from fire in the- United
States Is to' see that absolutely Incombustible material is used in the
construction of buildings.
"If pains were taken to guard
against Inflammable material in buildings of all types in the course of a
few years there would not be enough
wood In our buildings here to make a
Edith Tnat man I introduced yo
lead pencil out of. It is just as easy
to put In steel parti in lieu of plaster to last night is a big gun,
Ethel Well, he isn't a pop-guI
artv
fix
n

Hand Finished Ribbed Under
wear for Women

Eas-

409K Ladies' "Onyx" HosierY1
Doublex Onyx
Silk Lisle
Made
in
Germany. The
Hosiery.
ever Cfl-ma- de
hose
fine
best wearing
at the price per pair..
238H and 8039 .A full fashioned

(KM

Czarina (Harvard Mills) White
Merino Union Suits No. .970U 50
Extra Fine Ribbed at the
necessary
points. Sizes 4, 5, 6,. 7, 8 and 9.

and 2.00
&S1J5
Czarina

(same quality as above
number) only two piece suits, under- -

yiT...r. sloo

black cotton hose that wears and a
fleecelined stocking which is a warm
number. 1 nese two styles are sold
thruout the U. S, at the
same price 3 pairs for.....

Rosa No. 918 U 50 a silk and wool
garment that does not bulk under the

$1.00
The

If

tyS2.50and2.75
Store of Quality
-

HI

Jll1

E.LASVEGAS,

luLfc in,f

i

s'

n.m:

Opposite
Caslaneda
Hotel
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MEXICO HAS

IMMENSE PAY
The

man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription fining.
Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure' if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

(Continued From Page One)

ELECTRICAL

tne table shows further that when

the

TRACTORS

CON-

LOOK

Wire

Loom
Porcelain
and Switches, "nd., all other,
wiring material for sale at
k
prices, for cash.

siz of establishments Is measured by value of products the print
ing and publishing industry is con
ducted mainly in the smaller estab
lishments, and the lumber and timber
industry mainly in establishments pro
ducing between $100,000 and $1,000,000
......
each.
m some respects, and especial!
from the standpoint of conditions un
der which persons engaged in manu
factures work, the best classification
of establishments to bring out the
feature of sii?e is a classification according to the average number of
wage earners employed. The next
table shows such a classification for
all industries combined and for four
important Industries, and irlves not
only the number of establishments
falling in each group, but also rhe
average number of wage earners' em
ployed.

PERSONALS

,

The per cent distribution of the
number of establishments
is not
P. G. GOUGII,
shown in this table; of the 313 stab
lishments reported for all industries
276 So.' Main St.
Los Angeles,
combined, 91.7 per cent employed
Cal.
Use a 2c stamp and see how much
either no wage earners or under 21
money you can save on your purwage earners each. The most numer
chase.
ous single group consists of the 202
All material new and
establishments
employing 1 to 5 wage
strictly Coda Standard,
earners, the next being) the group employing from 6 to 20 wage earners,
with 54 establishments. ' There were
TEACH CHILDREN FARM WORK 2 establishments that employed over
250 wage earners; 1 employed over
'
'
Instructors Tell New York Public 500.
Of the total number of wage earnSchool Pupils About Crops Raised
In Jefferson Park.
ers, 57.6 per cent were in establishments employing over 100 wage earnNew York. The back to the farm ers. The
single group having the
movement was helped on the upper
number of employes wa3 the
largest
east side the other day when 1,500
from 101 to .230
fcchool children, an advance guard of group employing
earners. This group employed
more than 30,000 listed for Instruc- wage
or 25.1 per cent
tion, obtained preliminary lessons in 1,039 wage earners,
The railroad rapatr
agriculture at the Children's farm. In o' the total.
Thomas Jefferson park. One Hundred shop industry is one In which com
uo
and Fourteenth street and East river. paratively large establishment'
Dr. William H. Maxwell, superin- most of the business, as appears from
tendent of schools, expressed delight the classification according to num
with the splendid farming of the chil- ber of wage earners. The reverse is
dren of the neighborhood. Boys and true of the flour mill and srr.'st m'.ll
girls, - with their teach era,- - inarched
in which" all the Mtaolisfi-mentinto' the park and surveyed the glo- industry,
-employ less than ft wage
ries of a bucolic life with an Indian
earners.
Bummer setting.
A vast number
gathered in and
around the park to watch proceedFruit Cake
ings. The school farm work was
(Rwcip by Mr. Mary J. Llneeln)
started at 9:30 o'clock In the morning
Mix four cups sifted pastry flour, one
under the guidance of Mrs. Henry level teaspoon soda, two level teaspoons
spices (except cloves),
Parsons, director of the school farms. mixed
level teaspoon salt and two cups seeded
The children arrived at the farm in and quartered
raisins. Add also
four groups. The first consisted of
nuts chopped fine. If you like.
cup Cottolene with one
about 400 pupils. They were received Blend
brown sugar and one up white
cup
them
who
subdivded
by Instructors,
sugar, add one cup molasses, ona cup
into four classes of 100 each. To each milk and then the flour mixture. Seat
class was shown a stalk of corn, well and bake in two pans.
which was described In every particYou will find this fruit cake as light,
ular. The Instructors were Miss Ella moist, flavory as anyt you ever made
Olsey, Miss Hapnah McCaffrey, Hugh with butter. Yqu save something, too,
P. Brady and Robert Hatch.
by using Cottolene the perfect shortenThe instruction of the 30,000 chil- ing.
dren of three school districts will
take three weeks. At the close of the
Instruction the pupils will be able to NEW
EQUIPMENT WILL
qualify for work In rudiment
bed-roc-

Write

.

L. O. Burr arrived this afternoon
from Trinidad on a brief business
trip.
Joe Lopez left this morning on an
overland trip to the Texas border on
land business.
B. M. Davidson expects to start
tomorrow morning for Denver, traveling overland.
JU O. Calhoon and his
family have
removed to his ranch on the Red
Rivor for the winter.
Mrs. Molly Schmidt will leave tonight for Mississippi for an extended
visit with her daughter.
H. B. Roeder arrived last night from
his home in Albuquerque and was in
Las Vegas today on business.
W. L. Coney arrived last night from
his home In Trinidad on a business
'
trip to the Meadow City.
Mrs. R. g. Melody left this afternoon for Kansas City after an extended visit with Mrs. V. Truder.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus left last night
a
visit
for
short
with . her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Staab, in
Santa Fe.
Governor William" J. Mills returned
to Santa Fe this afternoon after coming to Las Vegas to cast his vote at
the polls in Precinct 29.
Herbert Clark, secrtary of the state
republican central committee,'' returned to Santa Fe this afternoon,
after casting his vote this morning.
D. B
a prominent
McLaughlin,
ranchman from the country near La
Cueva, left this morning for his ranch
after a business "trip to Las Vegas.
George A. Fleming is expected to
leturn to Las Vegas Thursday night
after a trip of three weeks to Chicago
and other points in the Middle West.
Rev. O. P. Miles, pastor of the First
Baptist church of this city, left last
night for Roswell. From Roswell he
will make a trip to Wisconsin and
other states.
Harry H. Hardie, traveling passen
ger agent for the division of the Pennsylvania system west of Pittsburg,
was in Las Vegas today visiting the
local Santa Fe men.
F. Lk Myers, Santa Fe division su
perintendent, left this afternoon in
his private car for Albuquerque, He
returned last night from a trip in the
northern part of the division.
)

JURY NOT OBTAINED.
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one-four- th
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Grape Catsup.
Five pounds of ripe grapes picked
from the stems, three pounds of
sugar, one pint of vinegar; one
each of cinnamon, pepper
f
teaspoon of salt
and cloves,
Boil the grapes and strain to remove
seeds and skins. Add the other
and boll until thick.
table-spoonf-

one-hal-
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Women who bear children and re
main healthy are those who prepare
their svstema in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
work the crisis
nature in its
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronica
ailments. No remedy is so truly
Friend,
help to nature as Mother's
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it. It relieves the pam and
discomfort caused by the strainelas-on
the ligaments, makes pliant and
tic tJiose fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The systems
Mother
being thus prepared by the
crisis
Friend dispels the fear that
Mother s
met.
be
not
safely
may
, Friend assures a speedy and complete
is
recovery for the mother, and shethe
left a healthy woman to enjoy
rearing of her
child. Mother's
Friend is sold at
pre-nat-

al
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Artier

stores.
free
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1111117
Write for our
For couching, rtryness and ticklln?
- book for
expect-much
idea of light housekeep- In the throat hoarseness and all
woman's
contains
A
which
ant mothers
coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
valuable information, and many sug ing is when her husband helps her and Tar. Compound. O. G. Pehaefer
nature.
"aand Red Cross Drug Co.
gestions of a helpful
Ato
C with the work.
-
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Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 7. Social
ism, conflicts between capital and la
bor and like matters were pushed out
of the McNamara murder case by
Judge Walter Bordwell todays, Insofar
as the court's position is concerned.
Talesman George W. Morton, 75 years
old, went along with them,' being excused by the court over the protest
of the defense, who asserted that
Morton's only disqualification was" the
reading of certain copies of the "Ap
peal to Reason," a socialist paper.
Morton was challenged by Assistant
District Attorney G. Ray Horton on
the ground that he was of "faulty
mind" and that being 75 years old, he
might not he able to endure the
strain of a long trial and had shown
garrulity. The wide smile generally
on Attorney Clarence S. Darrow's face
entirely faded before Horton finished.
He finally rose with seeming anger.
'This man is challenged because
he
he reads the 'Appeal to Reason,
asserted. "Because one man is not
prejudiced against us we must get rid
of him. The district attorney thinks
RUSH BUILDING UF DAM ha is not strongly enough biased
against the defendant. As to his ca
pacity to act, that's an absurdity
That's the only question,, Mr. ue.rH. PIEftCE, TRUSTEE AND CON
CARS
MORE
row, ruled the court "The question is
TRACTOR, ADDS
whether he possesses all his faculties
TO CAMFIELD MACHINERY.'
and is qualified to act"
The defense today presented what
As the result of the recent trip to
Denver of F. H. Fierce, contractor It holds to be runner evidence to
and trustee of the Camfleld Develop show that Talesman George W. Mo
ment company. 14 additional dump Kee, by his expressed opinions, is un
cars have arrived and work on the fit to sit on the jury.
big irrigation 'project will be pushed
"
ORDERS BOOKS SEIZED.
to the limit Added to the 17 "dinkies"
dam
to
the big;
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 7. When
already hauling dirt
the two trains will have 31 cars with Judge A. B. Anderson of the United
a hauling capacity of 1,000 yards of States district court was advised todirt a day. tip to date the work has day that the federal grand jury) had
iiroeressed in fine shape and it Is fig been denied access to certain doors
ured by the engineers tnat at ieat of the International Association of
so 000 vards of dirt has been aumpea Bridge and Structural Iron Workers
on the dam site, which is onefourth he ordered the United States marshal
of the total amount needed to com to go to a trust company, where the
'
books were deposited and take pos
plete, the earth-workhave
recent
made,
rains
session of them.
Though the
work almost impossible, the workmen
SOUTH CAROLINA D. A. R.
have accomplished as much as the
Chester, S. C, Nov. 7. Many prom
weather would permit. f
The earth at the dam Is spread with inent women are attending the an
nual convention of the South Caroa nowerful stream rrom a pump.
does
a
of
great
line division of the Daughters of the
,ratu
steady downpour
deal to help settle the earth more American Revolution, which met here
officials of the today as the guest of Mary Adair
firmly into place. The
Camfleld company are well pleased chapter. The sessions will last four
with the progress of the work and will days.
the dam to
spare no expense to "push
as machinery
as
rapidly
'.. .v ?q is re he
A man isn't
completion
ond competent men can ao u.v mr, cause he Is coriie'ed.
Pierce expects to have all the dirt la
nlnce by next spring, when he can be
It looks as if it would be easy for
concrete face on
other people to be good. '
gin constructing the
the Inner surtace oi ine aam.
one-ha-
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purchase enables us to offer
you your choice of a grand line of
genuine NAVAJO RUGS, fresh from
the reservation, at
A lucky

7, 1911.

hcids cucumber

FIVE

sf OP

fruii

is

New York Magistrate's Decision Ma)
Revolutionize Menus In Hotels

and Restaurants.

J

-

proaucts. Out of a total increase, of
114 establishments,
only 14 reportel
more than $20,000 worth of products.

Ptaoue Main t

sua

'

ROLL

CO.

r intr.-nir?rnl
w

m m
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OPTIC. TUESDAY,

$1, 00 per pound

for cash only. This line sells at all
curio stores from $1.60 to $3.00 per
pound. A grand opportunity to make
a Christmas selection

New York. As a result of a novel
decision Just rendered here by one ol
the city's magistrates, epicures an
chefs have been thrown into a panic
while the keepers of hotels and restaurants are confronted with the possibility of having to rearrange theii
menus and bills of are along llnei
which according to present methodi
would be simply idiotic. The decision
to cause all this excitement is to the
effect that the cucumber is a fruii
within the meaning of the law.
In reaching this opinion the learned
judge apparently disregarded the well
known Mr. Webster of dictionary
fame v'ho notes that the succulent
promoter of indigestion has been cultivated as a vegetable "since the dayr

UEVM'O PURITY GAUDY

in all sizes and at . very

reasonable prices.

.

.

of Moses."

ROBERT

Rosenthal

$3.95

AT SCHAEFtR'S DRUG STORE
AND GET A BOX OF

Sterling Silver Picture Frames

Magistrate Kempner, however, rea
sons from the analogy of the water
melon and others of Its class thai
only at
anything growing on a vine is a fruit
His decision, therefore, elevates th
pumpkin, squash, tomato, egg' plan!
Y.
A.
M..C.
Opposite
and even, the lowly gourd from th
vegetable to the fruit class.
The question came up in the Inter
OTHER WARM SPECIALS.
requiring sellers
For those $5.00 Perfec-tionO- il pretation of the lawarticles
to have' a
of fruits and other
heaters.Blue license from the
city.
flame, gallon tanks.
If the decision is to be generally acFor those $5.00 wool 11-- 4 cepted It will involve a rearrangeblhnketa- - in tans, also ment of hotel menus so tbat pumpkin
and egg plant may be placed along
grays. (See window display).
with cantaloupe among the
For those $5.00 flown
delicacies on, the bill of fare. '
sets.
blue dinner
(See
Ir pointed out that some other
It
N
window display).
Judge I:' likely to be called upon to
vard for all colors Table Oil wresti-- with the problem of whether
J.OC cloth.
peanuts and potatoes are fruits, since
these also grow on vlneB, though not
vara toT Shelf Oil
above the surface.
C
cloth.
for the Mrs. Pott sad Irons,
QP
To Set Color.
CJill' gets of three.
Keep your material in the
same
per joint for Stov
creases as when bought, open only
pipe.
enough to lie easily in the tub to
cover the goods, and leave sufficient
at
only
length of time to be thoroughly
shrunk. Then lay a broom across the
tub and carefully hank the material
on it, Btill folded. Thus it will drain
in the tub and so dry. On removal
the goods will be as pressed and
smooth as when bought.
anR.
has
Marwick
Secretary A,
nounced an all around good time for
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
the seniors of the Y. M. C. A. tonight.
BROMO
After the class work there will be Take LAXATIVE
Quinine
basket ball and other sports, and re- Tablets. Druggists refund money if
freshments will be served in the asso it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
Is on eacit box. 25c.
ciation parlors.',-

T5he

L

J. TAUPERT
OPTICIAN

JEWELER

-

S3.95
$3.95
I0

GHAS. LEWIS
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TAILOR FOR MEN

-

'
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Everything Made at Home.

',

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

5.

1P
IOC

Stylish and

WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN
MIMHSsksSSMHMMSMSSSB

&e Rosenthal

i?SOO0i

0 9,9$,$ ieQ$9$;90$e
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Almost as rapidly as it went up the
price of sugar Js dropping. The climax was reached in September when
the sweet stuff soared to $8.50, al
most aboce thor reach of the poor.
but 'BincQ that itime, by jumps of 10
cents at a,irue, sugar propped and Is
now retailing at $8 per hundred. Yes
terday the price was, announced at
$8.10; now It is selling at $8. These
drops have not as yet effected the
price to consumers of small amounts
and sugar retails at 11 pounds for $1,
the same as when it was selling at
$8.50. At the rate It is dropping, now
a change will soon be made. The
local grocers prophesy a continued
decline and it is hoped that before
long sugar will be selling at 12 pounds
for $1, the same price as before the
raise began. The price dropped 10
points yesterday, according to the
New York quotations and In that place
it is wholesaling at 7 cents per
pound.

TURKISH GUNBOAT SUNK,
n Italian
Constantinople,. Nov. 7.
cruiser bombarded the tcura of Aka- dah, Arabia, on Sunday, sinking the
Turkish gunboat ItalidJ, which was ly
ing In port The second officer of the
gunboat wast killed tut the others on
board escaped.
Subsequently the
cruiser shelled the hilly portion of the
town. The extent of the damage is
i
not stated.

s

Another New Lot oi

m
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Ladies' Misses' and
Children's Coals O0

r.

Some habits one should want to break, and
all bad habits are bad to keep.'

;

lv '

):
;:'

O

Have Arrived

6- --.

Oi--- '

.i
They comprise of
the best values
that have ever
been shown in Las
,

In err

Vegas.

1

g

Hoffman Si
Graubarth

:

t i

Suggestion.
Newburg, Ala. "For more than
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with terrible pains in
my back and head. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to try
Cardul, so I began taking it at once,
and with the, best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles. My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardul and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardul to sick
and suffering women."
Cardul is a parelyyegetable, perfectly harmless, tonic remedy for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its Ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonic effect on the womanly constitution.
Cardul has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried It? If not, please
do. It may be just what you need.
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Surplus

Capital Paid in

HOSKINS.

i u niwMlNflH AM. President
PRANK SPRINGER, Vice KreMdent

LAS'VEGAS
v.M

.

to: Udl' Advisory Dept.. Chttts-aooCo..Chatunooga, Tenn., for Special
Home Treuaeot
book
ni
lntlrwtumt,
fer Waa,".Mat la pUia wrapper, M recant.

H.

t.WriU
AWIcine

$50,000,00

3

$100,000.00

;: at

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
"

2
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.

-
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THE OLD WAY

secret it
;of saving money was to put it in a stocking and
in feome place that the dullest witted thief was sure to
f discover when he came prowling around in the small hours
of the morning.
1

THE NEW WAY

-

W4fss.

.

o

(.1.

V

tt r

Phone Main 104

im

Ol

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
.
is
one habit that
the
Want
Ad.
The
Habit
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

GOOD ADVICE
The Results Made This Newburg
Lady G!ad She Followed

oo.?

Telephone your. Want Ads. to The Optic.

f.:i."

?

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

Pbone

Gome in and Look at Them
Whether You Buy or Not

."

HER FRIEND'S

sf..ii.ro--

V?

-

is to take any sum exceeding one dollar to

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DANK

'fanilI deposit it there to the credit of your account.
The'money is safe from fire and theif and "such savings
"
deposits will earn 4 per cent interest. ,
Hi

1

LAS . VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

t8

I

NOVEMBER

BE A I

WILL

INI

I

TREE

fohe Optic

THAT

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. TUESDAY,

SUPPLIES

RAIN

aru Haa Natural Curiosity That Haa
a Practical Value In tha 8cheme
of Nature.

7, 1911.
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Eatray Advertisement

Eatray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
Wm. K. Jones, Gallup, N. M.
Fred Valdez, Cimarron,- - N. M.

THE LOBBY

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

THE

BEST

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

GOODS

DINNERS

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

One dark red with white
One black and white spot
facet hereford bull, about 4 years,
Attention
ted horse, 900 lbs, 15 hands.
about 1,000 lbs.
been called from
Branded
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
time to time to
Branded
On
left
a
curiosl-tiehip
natural
On left "ribs.
Said animal being unknown to Uub
in various
Said animal, being unknown to this CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. . B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
corners of the Board, unless claims by owner on or
unless claimed by owner oo or
Board,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
A. M. Regular comBUT IOWA WEATHER MAN PREfol10
but
the
globe,
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being
Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
before
muuth at O. R. C. hall.
contribuDICTS PLENTY OF OPEN AND
admunication
and
Visiting
first
lowing
this
ol
after
last
appearance
'
last
after
of
this
ad
If
,
appearance
days
urothers are cordially invited. Geo
tion from Peru de days
WARM WEATHER.
sold
will be
said
estray
vertisement,
serve a place among the most curious
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
vertisement, said estray will) be sold
month Vlaitlna' lirrui.
by this Board for the benefit of the
if all. Peru has a rain tree which
Board for the benefit of the
this
by
John. C. Busby, the greatest weather
Condon,
ers
Secretary.
invited.
cordially
when found.
ADVE
TE FOR CLASSIFIED
protection against drought This owner
owner when found.
'
prophet Independence, Iowa, haa pro
II.
William
H.
BOARD,
W.
SANITARY
Chas.
In
CATTLE
M.;
tree
Stapp,
supplied with large leaves
- TI8EMENTS
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
K NIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
duced, with the possible exception of
Sporleder, Secretary.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Fiv cent per line each InMrtlon which have the property of condensM.
N.
NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Bill Barnes, the stable man, has utAlbuquerque,
1911.
the
moisture
the
of
Nov.
7,
ing
atmosphere
27.
last pub.
1st pub. Oct.
tlx .ordinary 'worda to a and
1911.
Nov.
1st
27,
Oct
last
7,
pub.
tered bis forecast for November, and stlmats
form
of
in
pub.
the
it
Thursday in O. R. C.' hall. Pioneer
precipitating,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
'
It Indicates fierce times for the men na No ad to occupy laaa apace than rain. When the rivers are at their
building. Visiting members are cor- Estray Advertisement ,
TAp KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Advertisement
at sea as well as on land. The month wo llnaa- - All advertisement charg-- lowest during the dry season, and the
Estray
lially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
conclave' second Tues-Notice is hereby given to whom it
will bo booked at apaco actually beat is Intense, the condensing capaciNotice Is hereby given to whom it
as a whole will be warm, but sudden
E.
P. Mackel, F. S.
deday In each month at Ma
without ragard to numbar of ty of the tree appears to attain its may concern that the following
storms will punctuate the atmosphere.
may concern that the following deD.
C.
m.
from
was
taken
the
up
animal
by
water
at
7:30
the
maximum,
scribed estray
sonic Temple
p.
falling
ordt Caah In advance preferred.
But let Mr. Busby speak for himself:
leaves and oozing from the trunk In Serafin GOnzales, Albuquerque, N. M. scribed estray animal was taken up by Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re- riODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
J. F. Armljo, San Jose, N. M.
"November will be a warm montn,
Meet In the forest of brotherly,
a steady, continuous stream, flowing
One red mare, 7 years,
corder.
cold.
t:
with sudden storms from heat
One buckskin mare, 5 or
over the surrounding soil and nourishlove
at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
400 lbs, 6 hands.
6 years, 750 lbs. 10 hands.
This mouth will be changeable with
i
ing the parched ground.
on the second and fourth Fri
hall,
NO
.4
3,
VEGA8
CHAPTER
LAS
Branded
It is stated that a single tree will
electric storms, cyclones, hurricanes
A P
Branded
of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
day
MASONS
ARCH
ROYAL
of
Regular
an
nine
"
of
gallons
On left hip
yield
average
and violent earthquakes. Shocks will
On right hip
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitwater per day, and It has been esticonvocation first Monday
Said animal being unknown to this
be numerous this month. We won't
of ground a
ing neighbors are especially wela
if
Mamated
that
at
plot
In
each
month
Branded
unless claimed by owner on or
'
get much rain, but we will have some
come
and cordially invited.
kilometer square be planted with 10,- - Board,
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
10
On left hip
tad storms with electric fire.
000 trees, a daily yield of about 30,000 before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being
'
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
' "The angleworms are almost on top
adgallons would be available for Irriga- flays after last appearance of this
DENTISTS.
H.
Chas.
P;
Sporleder,
for
sold
fcf the ground, and bluebirds are here
2.
o- -c
said
will
be
vertisement,
estray
tion, after making all allowances
Number, Main
yet., the caterpillers are crawling over
evaporation, etc. The rain tree ap- by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this secretary.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
pears to be indifferent as to the soil cwner when found.
the ground Just like they do In sumBoard, unless claimed by owner on or RANSFORD
exwithstand
In
Dentist
can
which
It
O.
E.
NO.
grows,
CHAPTER
2,
mer, and the new moon is far In the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
treme fluctuations of climate, needs
Suit
4, Crockett Building. Has phone
S.
in
Meets
first
and
third
southern heavens. The planet Mars
Fridays
Albuquerque, N. M.
days after 7ast appearance of this
but little care In Its cultivation and
at office and residence.
Masonio Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
will be near the earth on November 17 WANTED Two rooms furnished for
1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911.
said estray will be sold
grows rapidly. Under these circumB.
tnd the planet Venus, like a great
Tomas
first
Tripp, Worthy Matron;
light housekeeping. Modern,
stances one Is Inclined to believe that
by ibis Board for the benefit of the
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Minertun, lights up the eastern heavens In
floor preferred. Thos. Coltman, It would provide a simple and ef
ATTORNEYS
owner
irhen
found.
,
Advertisement
Eatray
va A. Howell,
he early morning hours.
Phone
General Delivery, East Las Vegas. fective method of "reclaiming the desSecretary.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom tt
"Six great comets are wandering
ert, and that the cost of widespread
Main 231,, 721 Fourth street
HUNKER & HUNKER
.
would be may concern that the following de
Albuquerque, N. M,
tree
one
of
rain
the
cultivation
in
above,
space
up
emjtbout away
H.
Geo.
HIGHER CLASS or better paying
Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
are scribed estray animal was taken up by ist vub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911.
Just passing from View In ''he west- ' ployment than that of representing amply repaid, inasmuch as there
EL DORADO LODGE
NO.
1,
at Law.
five J. W.
Attorneys
the
all
in
of
tracts
vast
country
Mayes, Alamo, N. M.
ern heavens and another just coming
KN IGHTS
a leading nursery company Is not continents which at present have no
OF PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
One bay rildon, 8 or 9
Eatray Advertisement
yithin our range of vision in the eastto be had. If. you are ambitious to economic value, owing to absence of
eveevery
Monday
Notice is hereby given to whom it
ern heavens.
better your condition, the oppor- water supplies for nourishing the soil, years, 700 or 800 lbs., 14 hands.
ning in Castle Hall.
may concern that the following de
Branded
"llow wonderful are the works of
MASSAGE
the
secured
be
by
in
lies
before
which
you
easily
entering
tunity
might
Visiting
Knights are
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On right hip
the Creator of the world we live in!
our employ. Salem Nursery Com- systematic culture of this tree, couinvited.
cordially
Wm. K. Jones, Gallup, N. M.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
I have been close to nature this Jail pany, Salem, Oregon.
'
pled with careful irrigation by means
Branded
Chas. E. Llebsch- One spotted cow, with
of ditches.
and had time) for thought Look at
NMasseuse and Midwife.
On left hip
nier, Chancellor
rhe sun that gives us life and light;
calf, about 6 years, 850 lbs.
5291
Phone,
purple
Commander. Harry
the birds that fly above us, the fleecy
Branded
918 Lincoln.
Residence
Ear mark
MEANS OF SELF PROTECTION
Martin, Keeper of
Clouds that sail in the blue dome
On left hip
Ml
Manicuring and Chlropdy.
Records and Seal.
Said animal being unknown to this
of Nature by Which
above us, the dark and angry thunder FOR SALE
"Said
Provisions
Wise
to
animal being unknown
this
fine laying hens.
Eight
ineir
clouds that sweep over the country
tha Weak Are Saved
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
623 Railroad avenue.
Active Enemies.
with forked lightning like the fangs of
before Nov. 17, 1911, said, date being 10 before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10 FRATERNAL, BROTHERHOOD, NO
LULAL TIME LAUD
ad
of
102
this
Meets
many serpents darting about above us,
last
after
at
appearance
days
every
last
Monday
night
of
after
this
ad
days
appearance
i
,
We have all seen
FOR SALE Full blooded black Mi- the
cyclone, 1he fierce hurtheir hall In' the Schmidt building,
ol vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be sold
BOUND
WEST
norcas.
1033
Fourth
photographs
street
hurl,
ricane and the vomiting volcano,
leaf-lik- e
west of Fountain Square, at eight
insects, by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
Arrive
v
tog great stones out of Its Jaws. And
as the Kallt-m- owner when found.
such
o'clock.
owner
when
Visiting members are cor No. 1
found.'
i:60 P. M.
some people will say there is no FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
butterfly, which
CATTLE SANITARY , BOARD,
welcome.
E.
E.
CATTLE
SANITARY BOARD,
dially
Gehring, presi Ne. 3
scriptions. Notar seals and rec
A. M.
6:15
in repose looks so
Cod.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
dent; Mrst. Emma D. Burks, Secre- No. 7
Albuquerque, N. M
ords at The Optic Office.
much like a leaf 1st
6:16 P. M.
"I don't agree with the prophets
Nov. 7, 1911. 1st
.
last
27,
C.
pub.
Oct
Treasurer.
pub.
Baily,
tary;
pub. Oct 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911
that it Is difficult
No.
:S5 P. M.
r bout a hard, cold winter. Thanksgiv
to distinguish one
two
SALE
one
and
1,000
FOR
snow
and
No
year
will
be
Depart
green.
ing day
E.
J.
ROSENWALD
LODGE
NO.
endowed
these
545,
Estray Advertisement
old Shropshire rams, all A. No. 1 from the other. Nature
Estray Advertisement
Na 1
l:io P. M.
j' mild winter. Dear people, don't get
I. O. of B. B. Meets every
with their leaf-likmarkings
first No. S
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
stock.
C E. Hartley, Springer. Insects
:20 A. M.
i'oled by take weather prophets."
for protective purposes. Few persons.
month
in
of
the
the vestry No. 7
Tuesday
may concent ., tjhat the following de
concern that the following
N. M.
..
...
6:40
,
P. M.
however, may be aware that there is a may
r.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
scribed estray animal was taken up by
leaf-lik- e
No. I
Ukfjn up
fish, known technically as scribed estray animafw
V:oP-M- .
o'clock
m.j
p.
brothers
are
J. F. Armljo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Visiting
Adolfo Ortega, El Rito,; NM.
r UNITED STATES COURT
Platax vespertilio.
To-wiIsaac Appel,
cordlclly invited
One bay horse, 10 orN 12
Professor Willey of the McGill uni
One brown mare, 6 years,
EAST BOUND
Charles Greenclay, Sec
who spent many 500 lbs., 4
800 lbs., 10 or 12 hands.
President;
Montreal,
years,
5
versity,
Inchest,
ft
Arrive
j room
Well
FOR
RENT
furnished
TO COATCVE
years in the tropics studying animal
retary.
Branded
Branded
No. 2
:10 P. M.
322 Grand Ave. Phone Olive 5272
life, describee this funny nature faker
f..,. 11:10
' '
On left hip
On left shoulder i ';
No. 4
P. M.
,
in a volume on evolution which he
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men No. 8
Said animal being unknown to this
1:16 A. M.
LAST SESSION OF THIS TRIBUNAL Jury will be In session during part of Just completed. He says the fish has
Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood No. 10
the habit of floating idly on its side, Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
the term of tlie court
IN FOURTH DISTRICT NOT TO
1:46 P. M,
i.
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
Said animal being unknown to this
On Monday morning, November 20, and the details of its color and mark- before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
BE A, BUSY ONE.
Depart
the district court for San Miguel ing, as well as the thinness of body days after last appearance of this ad i'oard, unless claimed by owner on or
Flint, chief of records and collector No- - 2
9:15 P. M.
by the floating habit conspire
will begin its regular fall term. implied
of
Nov.
said
sold
will
before
wampum.
be
10
said
17,
county
date
vertisement,
1911,
Visiting brother
estray
being
No. 4
to produce the suggestion of a leaf.
11:20 P. M.
Considerable interest is attached to
The grand and petit Juries have been
welcome.
It must be said, however, that na by this Board for the benefit of 'the days after last appearance of this adNo. 8
1:25 A. M.
the next regular term of the United summoned to
appear in court upon the ture has not displayed any especial owner when found.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
No. 10
1:10 p. M.
States district court, which will be
term
In order that partiality toward the little leaf fish in
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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her pulses leaped as shethere.
not natives of the locality, are to be
there was a man hiding cloak As she girl.
"What did she travel in?"
fotmd growing in the neighborhood of
slipped
lopned forward the gray
a
an'
white
Screw Spike for Railroad Ties. .
"A
white
hat
slippers,
great railroad yards. Sometimes the
back from her shoulders, revealing her
sor."
One of the most Important Innovablue
gown,
lace
of
these
have
her
pale
been
gown.
of
seeds
plants
in the loveliness
in the construction ot track in
are you doing theref"
brought thousands of miles from their tionsUnited States is the substitution
the
Soured.
natural habitat. Often they flourish
,h naked in her pretty Irish brogue.
spike for the old and al"I'm Just crazy to play golf," said amid their new surroundings and grad of the screw
"Bedad, I'm discovered!" whispered
inefficient
straight railroad
summer girl.
ually spread over the surrounding together Many miles of experimental
a humorous voice In reply, and the the enthusiastic are," muttered
the
spike.
"Most
the
miss,
nearer.
un
Thus
trains
people
"Shure,
country.
ca?ry
blue eyes came
and it is to be
mere man who had no ambition even suspected emigrants, which travel to L track have been laid,
and you won't be giving me away this
been so. put
have
that
they
honed
chair.
fill
the
be
to
presidential
. ... .
and from every point of the compass. r
i lpartly
time I'm not up to any mischief."
De bo mtum&mea
ana
win
uisi
down
In the Missouri valley are to be found
reliable results will be forthcoming.
a
Pl"Wtit are you doing there, then?"
which
within
few
Our Fashions. '
years
past
plants
"What do you think of Mrs. Smith's have thus been brought together;
demanded Cissy anxiously.
of
some
Line to upen up i in rieias.
some from the Atlantic seaboard, some
waist?"
pictures
I promised to get
British government has va&
seems to have so much, from the gulf region and some from
he whispered
she
The
out
"Wsll,
party,"
the coming
on the and yet she hasn't any." London the other side of the Rocky mountains. veyed a ralldoati line Into the great
a
reporter
"I'm
cautiously.
me they'd give Opinion.
Bauohi tin fields of northern Nigeria,
Harper's Weekly.
Blinket, and they told
1

Cissy's Debut
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SELIG'S IMMORTAL MASTERPIECE
Produced in three recU by special arrangement with Miss Kate
Claxton (Sole owner of the Copyright). Staged under Miss
Claxton's personal supervision, by Mr. Otis Turner at the
Selig
Studios, Chicago, U. S. A. All moving picture rights reserved
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red-brow- n
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Chevalier Maurice De Vaudrey .
Count DeLinieres, Minister of Police .
Picard, Valet to the Chevalier. . ; . .

-

.

.

.

.

Marquis De Preales
Doctor

'

.' .' .' .'

.

.

JaquezFrochard an Outlaw.
Pierre Frochard, the cripple, his brother

ni...

.'

...............

iaF!eur-

-

Set
UuhJf?6 '

' TheTwo
Orphans

I

Maratnne. an outcast.
La Frochard. the hag
Madam
.
Gerard

.

FrankWeed

...

-

J Carrigan
Charles Oary
Miles McCarthy
. Leighton Stark
James O'Burrell
Rex RosseUi
'T

WiUStoweU
Comberford
Louis pierce
.
K?,tn'y" WiUiams
.

Tom
'w:

( .

L

.

Adrienne KroweU
Lillian Leighton
.
Vere Hamilton
1
Myrtle Stedman
' '
LNbEMBLE-Parision- ers,
Gentlemen and Ladies of the French Nobility.
Gendarmes, Soldiers, Peasants. Prisoners, Nuns. etc.

.

PART I.
?LANE,

EITEA9?
blind

DE VAUDRY secretly

marries a man beneath her. A
Diane's father M her husband and forces her to
marry the Count de Limeres, who remains ignorant of Louise's existence.
U)U,,e P'aced in the keeping of a peasant woman who has a child of her own
child is

.

gul.

Hennette.
Eighteen years later the peasant woman dies, and the two orphans start for Pairs.
1 he
day they amve in Pairs, the Marquis de Preales notices Hennette and decides to
kidnap her.
Henriette rescues an outcast. Marianne, from suicide. Henriette is abducted
by
he Marquis.
Marianne, in order to escape from Jaques Frochard, surrenders to the Gendarmes
Louise, left alone, starts toward the river, and is saved from falling into the water
by Pierre Frochard, a brother of Jaques. La Frochaid, an old woman beggar, live..
with her two sons. Louise now falls into their hands.
The Marquis has brought Henriette to a garden fete in honor of the Chevalier.
Henriette appeals to the Chevalier's honor to save her. In an ensuing fight de Preales
ts killed. They start out to search for Louise.
:

''

:V

PART

II."

'.

THE COUNT DE LINIERES,

now Minister of Police, discovers that there is
in existence secret archives containing the histories of noble families.
The Countess
tells the Chevalier of her early marriege and Chevalier tears out the
mcriminating
page
'
ane burns it.
,
,
j
The Chevalier, deeply in loVe with Henriette, arouses the King's displeasure by
'
proposing to the girL She refuses him, and he renews his search for Louise.
Meanwhile, poor Louise, clad only in rags, is forced to sing on the
streets by Frochard. Pierre attempts to aid Louise, but is rebuffed by Jaques.
The Countess pleads with Henriette not to marry the Chevalier. Henriette hears
he voice her blind sister in the street below, and attempts to rush to her. but is arrested
Louise is dragged away by Frochard.
,
snow-cover-

'

PART

--

HENRIETTE

ed

IU

but Marianne,, the outcast; changes places with her. The
Chevalier.s valet, Picard, has located Louise in the old tumbled down boat house of the
Frochards. Picard carries the tidings to Henriette, white the Chevalier goes to enlist
the aid of the Count and soldiers.
Henriette arrives at the Frochard, and finally finds
her sister, but when they attempt to leave, Jaques bar the way. Pierre has previously
determined to free Louise, and now he engages Jaques in a knife fight. Jaques is be-ginning to best his weaker brother when the soldiers arrive and batter down the doors,
'
and the girls and Pierre are saved.
Frochard and Jaques are arrested. Pierre is rewarded and Louise is restored to
her mother, the Countess.
Henriette plaeed her hands in those of faithful Chevalier
"
and once more life takes on a golden hue.

ri

is exiled,

'

PHOTOPLAY'

THEATER

Wednesday and Thursday
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THIS HAPPENED

IN

MISSOURI

Editor Mixed a Wedding Announcement and the Advertisement of an
Auction Sale.
A Missouri editor who was brimful

of hard cider got a wedding account
and a sale mixed, and served to his
readers this dope:
William Smith, the only son of Mr.
and Mrs, Joslah Smith, was disposed
at auction to Lucy Anderson on my
farm, one mile east of here in the
presence ot 70 guests, Including the
Two mules, 13 head
following,
of cattle. The Rev. Jackson tied the
nuptial, the least weighing 1,250
The beautiful
pounds on the hoof.
home of the bride was tastefully decorated with a seewash calf, a spade, a
sulky rake, one feed grinder, one set
double harness, almost new, and just
before the ceremony was pronounced.
to-wl-t:

Mendelssohn's wedding march was
played by one milch cow, five years;
one Jersey cow, to be fresh next April,
carrying a bunch of flowers in her
hand and looking charming In a gown
made of light spring wagon, two boxes
of apples, two racks of hay, one grind'
stone, mouseline deorl trimmed with
about 180 bushels of spuds. The groom
Is well known and popular young
man and has always stood well among
society circles of 12 Berkshire hogs,
while the bride is an accomplished and
talented school teacher of a splendid
drove of Poland-Chin- a
pedigrees if
desired. Among the beautiful presents were two sets of knives and forks,
one spring harrow, one wheelbarrow,
other articles too numerone
ous to mention. The bridal couple
left yesterday on an extended trip,
term of 12 months time, extended to
responsible parties, otherwise spot
cash luncheon will be served at the
table. After this Mr. and Mrs. Smith
go-car- t,

will go to housekeeping, in a chome at the corner of Main and Don-- ,
tor R. L. Granby, auctioneer. Nati'.i-a- l
Monthly.
.

Volapuk.

A few years ago Volapuk was fie
order of the day, and we are only reminded of its erstwhile fame by reading an account in a Paris contempo-

rary of the death of Its founder. Ha
was an ecclesiastic named Schleyer,
and his method was to. constitute a
universal language
by borrowing
freely from the Roman and German
tongues. The proposal received
great deal of attention from serious,
writers, and it goes without saving
that lt came In for a lot ot ridicule.
The effort might have succeeded bad
it not been for Esperanto. The old)
priest watched the rise and decline of;
his proposal, and he lived to see IU

fu
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Fromeige de Camembert Cheese'
Circle Bra.nd Lunch Cheese and
Circle Brand Neufchaiel Cheese
FROM

.

K.

Raid, Murdoch

Ct

Co,

ClUC ACQ

Pimento Cheese, in gltxss

Milwaukee Brick
and
Domestic Swiss. America. r Cream
...
'"'
Cheese
f

-

z

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

,

G OA L A CJ D W O O S3
WHOLESALE AHD DETAIL
Anthracite

fogtMrnln

CoaJL

all sires

fm

g&

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

Q

QUO O fJ

Phona 'M"nS1

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

Bank!

First National
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, tt Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
. Issues Domsstlo and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour

M

Always get Um best at Nolette's
From all of the corners of the state
barber shop.
the citizens who have been called
away either by personal business or
Tit a dram of Old Taylor bourbon on work for the good of the party
at the Opera Bar.
returned to
of- - their choice, have
Greater Las Vegas and San Miguel
R.
Schoonmaker It local agent county that they may be on hand at
for the Northewestern Mutual Life In- the polls to cast their votes for the
surance company.
candidates for office in the first state
election. Governor William J. Mills
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, agqd arrived last night from Santa Fe and
in the wood. Direct from distillery
today cast his vote for the good of
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
the republican party. He was acfrom the Capital City by
The Ladies' Aid society of the Meth- companied
Clark who ever since the
W.
Herbert
odist church will meet wtth A. J.
has been serving
convention
state
Wertz at 926 Eighth street, tomorof the state
as
secretary
faithfully
row afternoon at 2:30, Instead of at
A. A.
there.
committee
the home of Mrs. Speicher as pre republican
democratic
of
chairman
Jones
the,
viously announced.
committee, returned from The Anafter six weeks of work
Thelma, the infant daughter of. Mr cient City
Both Governor Mills
his
for
party.
M".
Mrs.
W.
Martin, died yester
ftnd,
Clark
and
Herbert
expressed their
day at the Martin home on the West
In republican victory toconfidence
side after a short illness from pneu
as have a numbed
monia. The baby was 1 year and 9 day at the polls
leaders.
other
of
They say the
party
months old. Arrangements for the
republican party in New Mexico is
funeral have not been made.
stronger today than at any time in
Whether it is because most of the the history of the territory.
sportsmen have been too busy talk
Mayor K. D. Goodall has received
ing politics or working for the interests of their chosen party is not an official call of the Nineteenth Ir
known but it is said to be a fact that rigation congress to be held in Chi
C. W. Wesner is the. only hunter cago on December 5 to 9. According
who has succeeded in killing a buck to the enclosed instructions he has
deer this fall. Mr. Wesner killed the appointed five delegates from East
animal a few days ago near his ranch Las Vegas to represent' the interests
Of this side of the river at the sesin the mountains.
sion of the congress in the Windy
After having recovered from scar City. Mayor Goodall who is a dele
has appointed M. M.
let fever the children of H. K. Leon gate
ard, just to keep in practice, have Padgett, D. T Hoskins, F. H. Pierce,
been rejoicing in a siege of measles C. C. Robbins and Hallett Raynolds
during the past several days. They as representatives from this city.
are said to be on the road to recov New Mexico will have 15 delegates.
ery.. Measles is prevalent to a con appointed by the governor. Accord
siderable extent. The cases are all ing to the instructions in the official
under strict quarantine. The disease call, every town of over -- 25,000 popuit is asserted, is not of a malignant lation is to be represented by ten
delegates, towns of under that are to
type.
have five representatives, towns of
Charging irregularities in regard to under 1,000 population are allowed
his entry on certain government land two delegates. Every accredited colthe United States baa filed eult in lege or university is to have two delethe United States court against An gates as is every organization dedrew Pollack. The action is to can voted to irrigation, agrlcu'ture, horcel patent to the land in question ticulture, and engineering and every
The land is located in San Miguel commercial club; board of trade and
county in the Santa Fe land district. chamber of commerce is "also to have
The' officials of
United States Attorney David J. two representatives.
Leahy filed the action for the gov the congress hope to make this the
ernment.
largest and most successful ever held
and delegates from every country on
This afternoon, in addition to the the globe are expected".'' Adresses' by
regular program of the literary society experts in all of the ' branches of
of the high school, political speeches the wofk will be fiearA a'nd every
by the students were made followed provision for a profitable meeting has
by election and voting the bine hal been made. The object of the conlots. Both parties were defended hy gress is best expressed in its motto,
three speakers. On the republican "Save the forests; store the floods;
side Ed Maloney, Norman Lewis and reclaim the deserts; make homes on
Frank McCullough spoke, and on the the land."
'
v
democratic side Leslie S. Swallow,
The election followed the
spoke.
A girl usually thinks her voice harsvpoke. The election followed the
hot campaign speeches of these aro-tor- monizes with the piano and the
'
.
chances are that the piona needs tun4
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This Chocolate is especially adaptsd for household use
in,, making
coverings for
creams and other home-mad-

Roller Mills
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FRESH' DRIED FRUIT
Viz:

LOGANBERRIES

SHELLED WALNUTS

j

RASPBERRIES

SHELLED PECANS

j

PRUNES all
.

ORDERS

sizes

v

TAKEN FOR COOKING
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(Continued From Page One)

out to let your haughty old train go
by. I have always spoken of you in
the highest terms and hope you will
do the same by me.
Life is short at the best, and it Id
especially so for those who have w
walk. Walking has already shortened my life a great deal, and I would
not be surprised
if the exposure
and bunions of 1887 carried me off,
leaving a gap In American literature
that would look like a cellar.
Should any of your engineers or
trackmen find me frozen in a cut
next winter when the grass gets
short and the nights get long will you
kindly ask them to report the brand
of your auditor and instruct him to
allow my family what he thinks
would be right? I hate to write to
you in this dejected manner, but you
cannot understand how heavy my
heart is today as I pen these .lines. . I wish
you and your beautiful road
It is a good
unmitigated success.
road for I have passed over it and
enjoyed it. How different the country will look to me as J
from tie to tie, slowly repeating to
myself the trite remark once mads
by the governor of North Carolina to
the executive of South Carolina.
I hope you may never know what
it is to pull into the quaint little city
of La Junta with the dust of many a
mile upon you and the thirst of a
long, uneventful
Journey' in your
throat. I hope congress will not
pass a law next year which will make
it a felony for a railroad man to say
"gosh" without a permit. I hope that
your life will be chuck full of hurrahs and hallelujah, even if mine
should always be black and joyless.
Can I do the road any good, either
at home or abroad? Can I be of any
service to you over your right of way
by collecting nuts, bolts, old iron, or
I would be glad
other
to influence ' immigration or pull
weeds between the tracks if you
would only he willing to regard me
as an employe.
I "will now take a look at the fair
young features of your pass before
finally sealing this letter. How sad
to see an annual pass cut down in
life's young' morning, ere
of its race, has been run? How touch-fu- l
to part from it forever.
What a sad year this has been so
far! Earthquakes, fires, storms, railway disasters, and death in every
form have visited our country, and
now, like the biting blasts from Siberia or the nipping frosts from 'Manitoba, comes the congressional cutworm, cutting off the early crop of
flowering annuals, Just as they 'had
budded to bloom into beauty and usefulness.
I will n6w close this sad letter to
go over to the vacant lot, behind
the high board fence, where I can
sob in an unfettered way 'without
shaking the glass out of my casement.
Yours with a crockful of unshed
tears on hand,
BILL NYE.

darning goes with
box of 6 pairs of
fr'(i filial

There are no conditions!!
except that you shall put
the whole .6 pairs into use.
carry them in black,
in light and heavy weight.
We

Jfcleoroof hosiery
Company

Also iq colors. A new pair

for every pair showing
necessity tpr darning within 6 months.

Exclusive Agent

For Eighteen Cents
you can have a twenty candle

power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty handsNo
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light fvnd
Power Co.

bric-a-bra-
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Another Exciting Window Sale :

t

.

...

.

.

one-fourt- h

'

What a woman likes about a novel
is the fact that it couldn't have happened in real life.
,

A

All our window sales have been very successful. This one will
be more so.

f

"Korker" Glassware

X

Beautiful and Useful

J

A large assortment of 500 pieces worth ud to 50 cents to be

J

"

soldat

,

I

5, 10 and 15 cents
; Come Early and Get the Choice Pieces

!

J.

X

C.

Johnsen & Son
Home Furnishers

Complete

1
V

Rams For Sale
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July.; They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show'them the rams.
For further particulars address,,

J..P. Van Houten. Co.

Breakfast

Shoemaker,

N. M.

Fit For a King

81

617 Douglas

'

One dish of Cracked Wheat
Quaker
1 bowl Van Houten's Cocoa
4 slices V Sanitary" Whole
Wheat Bread. Toasted
ter
Spread with "Blue Valley-But-

.

"It Satisfies"

RED
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The
Science of
Selling

must

include a means of presenting the

'

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
-

.

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

PINK

Kaiserin, Killarney, Bride

soy

a'

GREEN BERGER

M.

If it may be termed a science

Phona Main

WHITE

every

"Holeproof" Hose

:

ALL COLORS

.,"

wear without

6 months

cents a piece is the

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

EAT

An absolute guarantee of

me with contumely, or throw crackers at me when I have meekly turned

CUT ROSES ARE FINE NOW

e

Eatahl&

SIX PAIRS FOR $1.50

Try It For a Week

....rr

Always Have the Best ofEverything

TO

BYJfE

Farms

!

BAGS

The Graaf & Hay ward, Co.
.

PURE THINGS

SHELLED ALMONDS
PEACHES

A few
charge.

J. Mm Stoar no

i

RETURNED

ViTU COMMENT

Why bother with them? We
will do these satisfactorily,
quickly and cheaply.

teed to be pure cocoa nibs of
the finest quality, and sugar.

r

PASS

,

confections. The ingredients
of this chocolate are guaran-

Phone Main 131

7, 1311.

'

and iron are the flat pieces,
the big and heavy counter- panes, sheets, tablecloths,
cases, pillow cases, etc.,
and the innumerable , small
pieces that take up so much
time, the napkins, towels, rags,
etc.

e'

,

'

The Clothes
You Dread
to Wash

"Dpi" Sweat

Brap

Just Received

-

But most people who do the right
thing at the right time earn a lot of
'
,
money they never get.

Chop

Las Vegas

NOVEMBER

In the society column of Saturday
evening's Optic the names of Mrs. T.
J. Eaywood and Mrs. Nunn were Inadvertently omitted from the list of
guests at Mrs. Behringer's party.

LOCAL NEWS

VJiitcn

TUESDAY,

'

Chatenay, Killarney Bridesmaid

Order Them at

Richmond

All $1;2S per dozen
PERRY ONION & SON ""h2

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

SiMlJGGFiDo Sop
-

Tim Gptio

Winners Optic Classified Ads.

